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Justice without force is powerless; force without justice is tyrannical.

– Blaise Pascal -

 

Special Thanks to the amazing folks who read my entire Codex 
in its early stages and helped me with my ignorance of the 40k fluff:

Snorre Selmer Sonic Rob

Thanks also go to the members of the Independent Characters forums, the Freeboota 
forums, and the Overlords Facebook page for their kind input on my army.

For Wendy
Because Purple
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Forward
I've been working on the Codex for my Space Marines for quite 
some time and I must say I'm very surprised at how far this 
project got.  I've never been a huge fan of Space Marines as a 
rule, you see. Having said that, I was really missing the point 
previous to writing this Codex.  A Space Marines Chapter can be 
whatever you make of it.  

So, I really only started the collection because I wanted to play 
the army.  During 5th Edition, I always looked at the humble 
Tactical Squad, Drop Pods, and Combat Tactics as a 
combination of tools which I felt could actually be quite fun to 
use and also actually competitive on the table.  After a few 
practice games using my Orks as proxy, I quickly fell in love with 
the reliability and tactical variety of the army and decided to 
start collecting. 

In the beginning, I only had designs for my Space Marines to be 
a "playing army".  That is to say, I planned on building and 
painting the army as fast as possible without much thought of 
story or paint. This is why the first few squads I painted look 
kind of horrible.  I bought a lot of second-hand models, stripped, 
and painted them very quickly.  Five of my Drop Pods look like 
they were assembled by a blind rhinoceros.  My wife really 
wanted me to paint a purple army, so that's how I chose the 
color scheme.  The decision was that pedestrian.

In order to satisfy my desire to set my army apart from the 
others, I started putting together a little bit of fluff to justify my 
playing Space Marines.  I think the justification was more for 
myself.  I had to delude myself into thinking that the people my 
plastic toys were representing were not completely terrible in 
every way I don't want an army to be terrible.  Well, yeah they 
were still jerks, but they were jerks in a way that was palatable  
to me.  

What is it about Space Marines that irked me?  I felt very put-off 
by the Space Marine fluff.  Their hyper-masculine single-minded 
portrayal by Games Workshop really turned me off.  I do 
understand that the depth and variety of the Space Marines does 
go a bit deeper now that I've learned more about them, but I still 

don't feel extremely different about them.  One of the podcasts I 
was listening to at the time suggested that, when developing 
your army background, and a Space Marine army in particular, 
that you make it what you want of it. If there's something about 
the army fluff that bugs you, change it.  This stuck with me. 
 There are a thousand Space Marine Chapters and who's to say 
there isn't one out there that exactly matches your personality 
and play style?

Centering the army's origins on African culture was a decision I 
made because the 41st Millenium feels a bit anglo to me, 
especially considering the fact that in 40,000 years, most 
humans will probably be anything but caucasian.  The Space 
Marines in particular seem very “Brofist Whiteguy” to me.  This 
is exacerbated by the Salamanders being the only dark-skinned 
Chapter I know of, yet they're only dark-skinned due to a genetic 
flaw or oddity depending on which fluff you read.  I'm not sure 
whether or not the author of that particular bit of the Space 
Marine background understood the message that kind of thing 
sends.  Over the course of the first few months of playing the 
army, more and more fluff unfolded until I had actually 
exceeded the character limit for a post on some forums.  At that 
point, I had to come to terms with the fact that I actually liked 
my army.  I started caring about the models and put more effort 
into them.  I started to really enjoy using them and I didn't do 
too bad with them either.  

Rumors of the Space Marine Codex started to swirl around and I 
decided I was going to actually sit down and get a more detailed 
background written for these guys before the Space Marines 
were released.  I thought about it and brainstormed for a while. 
 I was getting the itch to write again the way I did when I was a 
kid.  A lot of young men think they have a book in them, of 
course, and I don't know whether I do or not, but I figured that 
doing a full Codex for these guys might be a great exercise.

I started writing the first draft sometime in July of last year 
(2013) and had the first revisions done in October when I cast 
the net asking for folks who would be willing to read the codex, 
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check my grammar and, more importantly, check my accuracy 
with the established 40k background. 

A few people did look at it, (and I thank all of you!) but two 
names demand mentioning: Sonic Rob from the Independent 
Characters Forums and Snorre Selmer from Deepstrike Radio 
(and now Masters of the Forge).  Both of these gentlemen 
returned to me long lists of notes which helped me immensely. 
They saved me from a litany of inaccuracies which, I'll admit, 
were easy to fix on the whole, but these notes added a level of 
legitimacy which was extremely important to me.  

As I wrote this Codex, I started to evolve my understanding of 
the game as a whole.  These stories were really fun to write and 
the little vignettes were great for testing out nuggets of ideas to 
see whether they stuck to the wall or not.  Now, when I paint  a 
unit, I try to develop some kind of little story to go with them so 
I can flesh out how they ought to act in the game.  It really 

makes for a great, loose character development exercise.

Suffice to say, I quite regret rushing the paint jobs on all of those 
early models.  I see a project in my future which will update 
them and do them justice.

At any rate, I've enjoyed writing this Codex.  I hope you enjoy 
reading it.  Please feel free to contact me if you have any further 
notes or corrections as I still consider this a draft.

Thank you,
=Adam=

adam.fasoldt@gmail.com
waaghdrillteef.blogspot.com
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Introduction
Justice - the Star Eagles hold this virtue above all others.  A 
Space Marine’s genetically-enhanced need to protect Mankind 
from threats, both internal and external, are magnified in the 
heart of a Star Eagle Astartes.  Sometimes this philosophy has 
forced the Chapter to make decisions which test their mettle and 
what remains of their humanity.  Sometimes these decisions 
have put them at odds with not only Adeptus, but also the 
Imperium’s most deeply-held tenets.  Since their inception, the 
Star Eagles have walked a thin line between their own personal 
morality and that of the greater Imperium.  They have survived. 
However, the Chapter’s leadership knows that the day will come 
when they will have to answer for their actions.   Their goal is to 
make the best of things until that day comes.

Within these pages, you will find all the information you need to 
decide for yourself whether the Star Eagles are justified in their 
actions.  You will learn about their most secretive inner-
workings, their agile close-quarters tactics, and their highly 
imaginative administrative structure.

Star Eagles Space Marines
 
This Raven Guard Successor lives up to its inherited traditions 
of cunning and tactical close-quarters fighting without suffering 
from rigid tenets of battle exemplified by Codex Chapters.  They 
are masters of boarding actions and city fights.  They prefer fast 
strikes which use the terrain to their advantage, cutting their 
enemy off in a specialized, mobile hammer and anvil which they 
call Mtego Umeme, the Lightning Trap.

 
Chapter Appearance
 
Most Star Eagles armor is tinted a metallic purple with few 
accents. Being fiercely independent, the Star Eagles’ Master of 

the Forge, Yazuawana has fashioned himself into becoming a 
master of coaxing old technology into fresh use. Much of the 
Star Eagles technology, or at least the shell of that technology, is 
in an older style. Case in point, almost all of Star Eagles’ armor 
is Mark VI and all of the Chapter’s vehicles are decidedly old-
fashioned, though they run quite well. Star Eagle starships and 
vehicles are painted purple as well. All signage is white.

The exception to this rule is 1st Company. All Kivuli armor and 
Dreadnoughts in 1st Company are unpainted and rarely cleaned. 
This makes the Astartes difficult to pick out in the corridors of 
space hulks and Chaos battlecruisers. Even the 1st Company’s 
ship, Vanguard Cruiser Giza Madhumuni is painted an almost 
supernaturally-flat black, as are all small craft attached to it.

How this Codex Works
 
Codex: Star Eagles contains the following sections:
 

• Resistance Breeds Strength:  The first section 
contains the recent origins of the Star Eagles and their 
early history.

• Failure Before Disgrace, Death Before Dishonor: 
This chapter explains the physical, social, and combat 
characteristics of the Star Eagles.

• Tradition of Justice: This chapter details the 
Chapter's efforts to ride the razor's edge of morality in 
the grim darkness of the 41st Millennium.

• Chief Administrator Bwana's TO&E:  This chapter 
describes the Company and Administrative organization 
of the Star Eagles and attempts to describe a typical 
deployment of their forces in the 41st Millennium.

• Glossary: All of the Yanchi (Swahili) words used in this 
Codex are listed here for the reader's convenience.
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Resistance Breeds Strength

Lost Colony Revealed
 
During the 37th Millennium, even in the midst of strife, 
Explorator fleets continued to ply the darkness of the void, 
rooting out Xenos threats and returning to Terra with their 
holds full of treasures. Early in M37, one such fleet cataloged a 
system in the extreme galactic north which ancient colonization 

records flagged with the name "Yanchi". 
 
The only habitable world in the system was the third and 
furthest.  This green, little planet was inhabited by what the 
Mechanicus described in their reports as a "regressed human 
civilization". Of course, this designation was only divined from 
what little information the fleet had gleaned from the scopes of 
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their sensor equipment. The terse Mechaincus report also 
described signs of a long-abandoned Chaos presence on the 
planet.  However, the planet also held great promise for 
agricultural development to feed the hungry war machine 
throughout Segmentum Obscuris.
 
The system had never been officially annexed and there were no 
records of anyone having visited there since the Great Crusade. 
Imperial records regarding ancient forays to this system were 
very minimal, but they did reveal that the colony had originated 
from the region of Afrik on Terra in the later years of the Golden 
Age of Technology. The colony was recorded as a "Religious 
Pilgrimage".  The colony had never made any effort to 
communicate back to Terra. It had been thought, at the time, 
that the settlers had been killed in the Warp Storms that marked 
the end of that age.
 
The rumors of Chaos activity in the region gave the 
Administratum pause.  Between the possibility of a Chaos 
presence and religiously fanatical population resistant to 
servitude in the name of the Emperor, the Administratum 
decided that a more detailed and heavily-armed scouting 
mission was in order.   In 768.M37, the 74th Tavomir Hussars of 
the Imperial Guard were deployed to Yanchi.
 
One cruiser, The Judicator, and three scout ships were deployed 
in support of the Guard forces.  The Tavomir Hussars were 
chosen for their expertise in reconnaissance and cavalry 
operations.  These skills should have been useful in tracking 
down the humans living on the planet as well as for cataloging 
the world's resources. 
 
Initial reconnaissance scoured the surface of the planet for 
signs of the Chaos activity which had been reported by the 
Explorator Fleet. They found the rusting hulks of a few tanks 
and landing craft, but naught could be seen of any remaining 
Chaos troops. The small fleet found a cloud of debris in orbit 
which, after a brief analysis, was identified as the remains of a 
Chaos cruiser.  The largest chunk of the ship to survive the 
explosion was the extreme aft of its engineering section which 

was found submerged at the bottom of Yanchi's one, massive 
ocean.  Initial investigations of the debris pattern showed that 
the ship had taken no weapons fire; it had been destroyed from 
the inside-out.  The Judicator's Techpriests surmised that most, 
if not all of the ship's torpedo warheads had detonated at once 
while still within their berths.
 

Arrogance of Indoctrination
 
Once it had been determined that a Chaos threat was not 
imminent, the Hussars began their surveillance of Yanchi's 
human population.  They found that a number of human 
settlements did remain on the planet, hidden in jungles and 
fertile valleys.  The Hussars confirmed that the population was, 
as earlier reports had indicated, small and technologically 
regressed, especially for a world which was supposed to have 
been settled tens of thousands of years prior. For this reason, 
contact was delayed due to a legitimate fear of the possibility of 
some kind of virulent disease. 

After several weeks of sitting on their hands, the commander in 
charge of the operation, Colonel Lusa Honsen, was on the verge 
of ordering a squad of Hussars down to test this theory in a 
blunt and potentially hazardous fashion.  Her orders were cut 
short by a report from the Judicator's sensor teams. Geological 
records revealed that the world was scarred with a multitude of 
ancient impact craters.  These craters were also the source of 
some low-level radiation.  The rims of these craters were littered 
with fleeting remnants of buildings and machinery buried under 
sediment.  It became clear that the settlers of Yanchi had, at one 
time, been bombed back to the Stone Age.
 
At this realization, the Ambassadorial committee onboard 
ordered several squads of men into three small, sparse 
settlements to make their initial contact.  Riding along in each 
squad were an ambassadorial team, including several Priests of 
the Ecclesiarchy and also a few Adeptus Mechanicus needed 
operate the translation equipment they'd brought.
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Only one Valkyrie made it back to the Imperial Guard camp 
intact and even then only the two pilots had survived.  Of course, 
they were summarily executed for cowardice.  The Judicator's 
scopes showed that the locals had tossed the bodies into the 
remaining empty Valkyries and set them on fire.  Enraged, 
Colonel Honsen ordered her men to raze the offending villages 
to the ground.  When the squadrons of Thunderbolts screamed 
from the skies, they brought Hell with them.  Honsen ordered 
some villagers to be spared, of course, so that word of their 
destruction would spread to other nearby villages.  
 

The Pacification of Yanchi
 
Honsen ordered a beach-head to be established at the site of the 
smoldering remains of one of the destroyed villages.  Overnight, 
what was once a quiet valley became a makeshift airfield and 
muster point for over a thousand troops.
 
The Imperial Ambassadors decided to visit one of these towns 
before the invasion began in earnest.  This was against Honsen's 
advice.  This time, she demanded that communication remain 
open between the beach-head and the Ambassadorial team 
along with a pict feed from one of the transport's sensor clusters. 
Honsen was certain that the team were dead men, but she 

figured she'd get a good look at her enemy before she engaged 
them.
 
The pict feed showed about thirty Imperial troops, Ecclesiarchy, 
and Mechanicum standing at ease. Before them, a throng was 
gathered – over one hundred statuesque, dark-skinned humans 
all in bright, colorful dress.  They were adorned with feathers, 
paper, beads, and silk ribbons which fluttered in the cool breeze. 
Honsen could not help but notice that the curious looks on the 
faces of the savages reminded her of a mighty cat from a 
Deathworld to which she'd once been deployed.  There hadn't 
been many survivors of that particular encounter.
 
At first, the meeting was rather amicable.   The Priest bravely 
stepped forward and used body language to communicate non-
aggression.  A tall man stepped from the gathering of locals, 
brandishing a spear.  The priest turned to him and, before he 
could speak, a very old woman shuffled out of the crowd and 
hooked her arm around that of the tall man.  She lead him 
forward and looked up at the Priest and squinted. She spoke in a 
strange language.
 
The Mechanicum Servitors muttered to themselves and twisted 
some knobs on the console of the Translator.  A vox-box erupted 
in tinny sound, "Why do you come to our home and burn these 
villages? Do you seek to claim our plenty which we have 
cultivated these many long years?"
 
The Priest smiled, "The villages we burned were deaf to the 
Word and attacked us when we brought friendship. We do not 
come to bring death. We come with a message of salvation. Your 
spirits have called us to you."  The machine translated it into the 
Yanchi tongue after a surprisingly short pause to compute.
 
"Our spirits?" the old woman said and laughed.  All of the 
Yanchi within ear-shot also laughed.
 
The Priest looked confused and turned to the rest of the 
Ambassadorial committee with his finger to his lips, signaling 
the Servitors not to translate.  "Surely this is an animist society. 
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All the reconnaissance seems to point to this."
 
The rest of them shrugged.  Annoyed, the Priest turned back to 
the old woman, "Perhaps you have different names for them.  It 
is of no consequence.  You need only know that it is the holy 
light of the God-Emperor which shines upon your world... which 
has always shone upon your world.  We are the bringers of his 
Word and you are blessed to be under His care.  The Imperium 
of Man has not forgotten you and it has arrived to guide you into 
a new and blessed era!"
 
The machine began to rattle off the translation.  At first, the 
crowd became even more amused, but as it finished and the 
Imperium's intent became clear, amusement turned very quickly 
to fear and rage.  Those nearby began shouting and pointing 
their fingers.  Spears were raised.  The tall man picked up the 
old woman and whisked her away to safety while the entire team 
and their Hussars bodyguards were cut down to a man.  The 
remaining ambassadors at the beach-head stood with mouths 
agape at the slaughter depicted on the screen.  Honsen and her 
command structure watched listlessly as the Yanchi men and 
women tossed all the bodies into the Valkyrie and set it on fire. 
“Well”, Honsen's old face twisted into a grimace, “I told them 
so.”
 
At this point, Colonel Honsen took control of the mission, sent 
the remaining ambassadors back up to the ship, and declared 
the pacification of Yanchi to be a military operation. While she 
did require approval from Adeptus Terra, she wagered they'd 
approve the request.  The few remaining Ambassadors didn't 
argue.  Of course, as a high-ranking officer of the Imperial 
Guard, her demeanor was cool, but she felt fear in her heart. 
She'd fought zealots before. She'd fought heretics.  She'd fought 
technologically-advanced Xenos many times.  She feared none 
of these.  However, even through the vidscreen she had sensed 
the convictions of the people she was about to go to war against. 
Only once had she suffered a campaign against such people and 
it had been bloody.  So bloody.
 
Honsen ordered her men to begin pacifying the planet, setting 

entire villages aflame and ordered the killing of as many able-
bodied people as she dared.  This generally made it easy to 
indoctrinate the young and the weak to the worship of The God 
Emperor.
 
The Imperial Guard swept over the surface of Yanchi as a 
wildfire over a drought-parched savannah.  While the Yanchi 
warriors were fierce in hand-to-hand combat, they lacked the 
technology to match the might of an Imperial Guard regiment. 
As the weeks went by, the Yanchi also became fearful for the 
lives of their families who, despite not being directly targeted by 
the Hussars, still suffered greatly in the attacks.  That is not to 
say that the Guard did not suffer casualties.  The fighting was 
close and brutal, particularly for the Hussars who were used to 
being utilized as Air Cavalry. 
 
As quickly as the Yanchi had resisted, though, they began to 
surrender.  All across the world, almost simultaneously, the 
people stopped resisting. 
 
Within days after their surrender, the Yanchi allowed the 
remaining Ecclesiarchy Priests and Mechanicum into their 
villages to teach the ways of the Imperium.  They even said 
nothing when the Hussars' recruitment officers came through 
the villages to size up a portion of the surviving able-bodied 
population for service.
 
The approval for Honsen's plan arrived two days after the planet 
was successfully pacified, three weeks after she'd sent the 
request.  She bore a grim smile for the rest of the day.
 

The Gathering of the Elders
 
Two weeks into the fighting, the Yanchi's spiritual leaders (who 
were called Mganga), gathered in their traditional meeting place 
deep within the Northern mountain range, in the ruins of an 
ancient and mostly abandoned city called Bandari.  There they 
felt safe and protected.  
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It had become clear to the Mganga that they could not win a 
direct fight against the Imperium.  The warriors who fought, 
called the Mwindzi, had been Hunters before the attacks began. 
They were brave and strong, but completely outclassed by the 
might of the Imperial Guard.  Although the hallmark of a 
Mwindzi is bravado and pride, and even they admitted that 
defeat was inevitable. It was decided that another plan was in 
order.  Their story-keepers, the Mwa'sheha, would be their 
salvation.
 
The Mganga sent orders to the Yanchi to stop resisting and with 
those orders, came a message.  “Today,” they told to their 
people, “we are weakened, but not dead.  We have given our 
enemies grave injuries which they will not soon forget.  We, too, 
shall not forget.”  At that, the Mganga went into hiding.  The 
wise Mganga were desperate to avoid detection.  They closed 
their minds to the universe, meditating in a self-imposed 
emotional emptiness in the protective shadow of their hidden 
city.  For some time, the Mganga only used their powers 
routinely for one task; preserving memories in the Mwa'sheha.
 

Interlude - Mwa'sheha
 
Tens of thousands of years ago, the people of Yanchi had 
traveled the stars in search of a new home.  Terra had grown 
crowded and dirty.  Spiritualism was but a joke on the lips of 
most people and the world was no place for a spiritual people. 
The fifty thousand souls onboard that colony ship represented 
three religions, the ideology of which are, today, long forgotten.
 
It was only a short few centuries after landing on Yanchi before 
conflict began to infect the population.  It was minor at first; a 
few simple neighborly disputes.  In, time, however, great cities 
dotted the landscape of Yanchi's only continent and these cities 
were segregated by religious beliefs.  Within a millennium, 
distrust was rampant and wars began to break out.
 
They were traditional conflicts at first, and fought with 
conventional weapons.  The wars were certainly brutal, but 

fought between hearty individuals hungry for a fight.  That all 
changed in early M27 when the first nuclear device was used in 
these holy conflicts.  Within 5 years, the planet was a wasteland 
and the Yanchi's cities were flattened.
 
Pacifist groups had, fortunately, taken precautions to shelter 
themselves from the doom that awaited the rest of their world. 
Some of these groups were led by Psykers who had predicted the 
imminent disaster.  After a long, cold, deadly winter, a handful 
of humans stepped out of their bunkers and began the process of 
rebuilding.  

Difficulties plagued the Yanchi not the least of which were 
disease and famine.  Worse yet, shortly after the war, more 
people were born with Psychic abilities than ever before.  It was 
postulated that many individuals who had psychic ability 
previous to the wars had foreseen the disaster and, therefore, 
there would be a higher concentration of Psykers born 
henceforth.  Of course, these fledgeling Psykers were a danger to 
themselves and others.  Other people were killed in weather-
related catastrophes.  The Yanchi cried to the heavens, begging 
their gods and asking why they would allow such hardship. 
Their faith, which had been tested while awaiting the end of the 
wars, soon fractured.  The young especially began to completely 
reject any notion of a divine plan.

Eventually, a large group of Yanchi huddled in one small city 
high upon the shoulders of the Northern mountains called 
Bandari.  They barely scraped by, but with a lot of hard work 
and willpower, they built a new life.  Bandari became a shining 
beacon which drew the dregs of what remained of the people of 
Yanchi.  In time, the people became more healthy and sturdy. 
People didn't die of the sickneses of war, and crops took 
purchase in the warming earth.

Not only did the sicknesses abate, and the crops began to grow, 
but the Psykers who emerged during that time were less 
dangerous.  The people began to treat them with respect instead 
of fear, for their abilities were useful for staving off the cold and 
predicting the weather.  These Psykers became known as 
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Mganga.

No one understood how dangerous this nonchalant use of 
psychic power was until they dared to leave the city proper.  The 
first Mganga who left Bandari along with a group of explorers 
died almost instantly, burning himself and two others to death 
when trying to light a campfire.  Several other Psykers who 
ventured too far from the city were sucked into a portal of some 
kind before being unceremoniously ejected from the portal, but 
turned inside-out.  

It seemed Bandari was the only haven where Mganga could live 
in peace.  They didn't have long before they found the source of 
their protection.  A powerful relic from a time before human 
memory lay beneath their city in a dark, ancient catacomb.  This 
relic was a stone that the Yanchi would call Jiwe'zamani.  It was 
a huge, glowing, red gemstone the height of sixty men and the 
breadth of ten.  Mganga found it impossible to use most psychic 
powers when they were very near the Jiwe'zamani.  The only 
exception were talents they had developed for the probing of 
minds and the reading of memories.  In time, through trial and 
error, they found that they could store memories in the stone 
and, soon, within each other.  They called these memories and 
the people who carried them Mwa'sheha, or The Teacher.  The 
Mwa'sheha are the knowledge and experiences of a living 
person, but not their personality or their feelings.

Over time, Mganga training became more sophisticated and 
regimented.  Young psykers would be brought to Bandari (if 
they survived their emergence) for training with the Mganga. 
Once in the protective embrace of the Jiwe'zamani, the nascent 
Psykers could practice their powers safely.  The Mganga 
developed several training grounds, each one farther and farther 
from the Jiwe'zamani.  Even to this day, the process is the same. 
As each Mganga gains more experience tackling the ruinous 
powers of the Warp, they are transferred from training sites 
closer to the stone to sites farther away until they are capable of 
wrestling with their powers out in the wide world.   Of course, 
Mganga are in as much danger from themselves as any other 
trained Psyker when they're away from the Jiwe'zamani.

Also during that time, the Yanchi crafted The Great Moral Code 
which they would embrace from that day forward.  The Code 
was one of temperance, logic, peace, and justice.  The Mganga 
decided that the best way to preserve the values instilled by the 
code was to never forget the path which had led them to it.  They 
began actively transferring Mwa'sheha memories from mind to 
mind, a process which persists to this day.
 
In those early days, however, sometimes the attempt was 
successful; other times, both the donor and the recipient either 
died or went insane.  It was not until several thousand years had 
passed that the process was mostly perfected.  This was only 
partially due to the Mganga improving their talent, but also 
because the recipients were chosen with greater care.  Those 
with placid minds and self-control were more successful than 
those who were distracted and prone to flashes of great emotion. 
The entire process was eventually streamlined.
 
Over time, it seemed less and less likely that people had the 
desire to rekindle old technology, for it was this technology 
which had eliminated the old society.  The Yanchi wanted to live 
simple, happy lives.  Just the same, the Mganga continued to 
retain a great deal of knowledge through the Mwa'sheha.  They 
felt it very important that the history of the Yanchi ought to be 
retained for eternity so that future generations could avoid their 
deadly mistakes.
 
For this reason, the Yanchi grew into a very practical, sensible, 
and logical people who lived deceptively simple lives, but at their 
hearts were a complex and emotional people.

Had the Ecclesiarchy taken the time to investigate further, it 
should have been no surprise to them that the Yanchi would 
react the way they did to the idea of worshiping the Emperor.  It 
also would not have surprised them that the Yanchi surrendered 
when they did.  It was a practical and logical decision to bide 
their time.  Of course, the arrogant Imperium agents including 
Colonel Honsen didn't consider this.  All they saw was what they 
wanted to see: another successful conquest in the name of the 
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God-Emperor of Mankind.
 

The Yanchi Machine
 
Over the course of several decades, the Imperium began 
converting Yanchi into an agricultural machine.  In short order, 
the people were pressed into servitude and the infrastructure 
grew into a clanking behemoth of Imperial efficiency.  The 
continent was cleared for fields and the oceans were seeded for 
high-efficiency kelp and seaweed growth.  All of this was 
harvested to feed the hungry mouths of the Imperium along the 
spinward front of the Eye of Terror.
 
The people huddled in thousands of little villages which dotted 
the continent, usually near toxic dumps where plants wouldn't 
grow and meat would spoil.  The Ecclesiarchy did continue to try 
and convert the population, but the traditions of the Yanchi 
remained strong.  With the non-Psyker Mwa'sheha teaching 
their ways and the hidden Mganga capable of transferring those 
memories to new minds when the Mwa'sheha grew old, the 
history and traditions of the Yanchi persisted.  

Although the Mganga did venture out from time to time in order 
to maintain the Mwa'sheha, they spent most of their time at 
Bandari.  On a few rare occasions, a Mganga was found among 
the people and either sent away to Terra or incinerated in a bath 
of promethium flames, but these instances were rare.  The 
Mganga had learned of the Imperium's ability to detect Psykers, 
and through this knowledge, also learned that the Jiwe'zamani 
hid them from detection.  Throughout the Yanchi's conflict with 
and occupation by the Imperium, their enemies never found the 
Jiwe'zamani.  Few Mganga believe the Imperium's inability to 
locate the ruined city was an oversight.  They believed quite 
rightly that the Jiwe'zamani was somehow actively protecting 
them, or simply itself.
 

Brewing Resistance
 
In 974.M37 the Yanchi began a new resistance.   Where before 
they only had limited technology at their disposal, they used 
what they'd learned of modern technology to fight the 
Imperium.
 
In a sudden, calculated, and simultaneous attack, massive 
granaries and mills exploded in the night.  Transport systems 
failed, such as a mass driver which inexplicably aimed its cargo 
at an orbiting bulk transport and blew a hole clean through it. 
 
The revolutionaries had waited until the perfect moment to 
strike.  The Yanchi system has a normal, main-sequence star at 
its center which has only three planets.  Yanchi III is the only 
planet that is habitable.  Yanchi II is a barren, irradiated 
wasteland.  Yanchi I is a colossal gas giant located close to 
Yanchi's star.  Due to this close proximity to the star, Yanchi I is 
almost like a gigantic comet with its surface being constantly 
blasted away by the sun.  About once every five standard 
months, Yanchi III passes through this stream of irradiated 
water and hydrogen.  During this time, powerful and bright 
aurora light up the skies of Yanchi III and the fast-moving cloud 
of material plays havoc with electronic communications. It was 
quite some time before the local government could make contact 
with the Imperium regarding the attacks.
 
For this insurrection, the people of Yanchi paid a price.  The 
local Governor, Phael Gray, ordered five thousand random 
Yanchi to be publicly executed by firing squad.  In addition, 
dozens more were publicly tortured to death.
 
For a time, there were no more explosions.  There was no direct 
sabotage.  The Imperium believed that the actions of the 
Governor had been successful and he received a commendation 
from the Administratum for his keen leadership.  Ultimately, 
however, the insurgent attacks didn't end, though.  They became 
much worse. 
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The Terrorwake Plague
 
In 975.M37 , a plague broke out on a small world named 
Terrorwake near the Eye of Terror.  Massive numbers of people 
died, including the Imperial Guard garrison there.  Within 
months, the forces of Chaos in the region caught wind of the 
plague and several Nurgle cruisers attacked, easily 
overwhelming the sickened forces there.  An investigation of the 
event including several gruesome autopsies revealed that the 
illnesses hadn't been caused by a plague, but cunningly-
poisoned food.  The source of the poisoned food was Yanchi.
 
At that, Governor Phael Gray's entire extended family was 
executed for his incompetence and he was put to work in the 
fields of Yanchi as an engine-greaser.  The Inquisition ordered 
the young Inquisitor Bragen Shael to take command of  the 204th 

Terrorwake Imperial Guard regiment (which had been on 
maneuvers elsewhere when the plague hit) in a campaign to end 
the Yanchi rebellion once and for all.

 
The Yanchi War
 
True combat finally broke out at the arrival of the Imperial 
Guard.  At first, the fighting went poorly for the Yanchi.  The 
204th fought as if crazed, all of them enraged at the Yanchi over 
the Terrorwake Plague.  Many civilians were killed in this initial  
onslaught and the Yanchi were forced to pull back from the 
fighting.  However, the 204th soon found out that this forced 
withdrawal drew them deeper behind enemy lines.  They weren't 
really capturing enemy territory.  They were surrounding 
themselves with enemies.
 
In early 976.M37, half of Shael's men and women were 
massacred in a massive surprise attack which was launched 
from dozens of agricultural installations.  He was surprised by 
the enemy's coordination.  Fortunately for Bragen Shael, he was 
not an idiot.  He instantly suspected Witchcraft was the culprit 
and requested reserves, including Sanctioned Psykers.

The Yanchi began to arm themselves with weapons picked up 
from the platoons they'd fought which made the Yanchi warriors 
even more deadly.  They would run through the fields of tall, 
genetically-enhanced flora largely undetected.   The Yanchi 
pecked at the main body of the Imperial Guard force like little 
bees stinging here and there.  They'd move from position to 
position, delivering opportunity fire whenever it became 
available. Whenever some enraged Terrorwake Warriors broke 
ranks to go after the fleeing guerrillas, they'd fall into a trap of 
emplaced Heavy Stubbers or Heavy Bolters, which were hidden 
throughout the countryside.  Sometimes the Yanchi guerrillas 
would survive to tell their tale.  Most of the time, however, they 
were killed.  They were good deaths, though. By the time they 
breathed their last, they'd usually had shed far more Guard 
blood than their own.  The insurgents also struck at whatever 
small streams of the enemy they could easily manage such as 
scouting teams and supply lines.

Inquisitor Shael did order entire swaths of land be incinerated 
to deny the Yanchi their advantage, but they were unable to use 
any high-quality defoliant because the Adeptus Terra still 
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planned on using Yanchi as an agri-world after the rebellion had 
been squashed and contamination of the land and water was 
unacceptable.  It became difficult to keep up with the world's 
genetically-enhanced crops and sometimes Shael felt as if he 
were not only fighting the Yanchi, but the planet itself.

Once reinforcements arrived, squads led by Sanctioned Psykers 
attempted to root out the enemy Witches.  The Mganga were 
cunning, though.  They left false leads during their retreats, 
psychic clues which turned out to be red herrings.  Sometimes, 
young initiates with psychic ability were killed in these ruses, 
but nothing was more important to the Yanchi than protecting 
their heritage. 
 
In the end, many Mganga were still found and either killed or 
captured.  It was inevitable, but fortunately, the memories 
themselves were safe in the Mwa'sheha.  They came from all 
walks of life and were spread throughout the world.  Where they 
could, the Mganga transferred memories to young minds and 
the teaching continued even during the fiercest of the fighting.
 
For this reason, losses never gave pause to the Yanchi 
insurgency. They continued to fight to their last breath so long 
as the promise of a future for their people remained.

The Descent of the Raven Guard
 
After months of failed attempts to root out the insurgency, the 
Raven Guard were ordered to the task in 977.M37. It was felt by 
the Adeptus Terra that the Chapter's 4th Company could easily 
counter the guerilla tactics being employed by the Yanchi.  Their 
insight proved to be correct, though even the Space Marines 
found it difficult to find and root out the insurgents.
 
The Raven Guard employed a methodical approach.  Small 
combat squads of Scouts tracked the cells one at a time and 
located their hideouts and weapons caches.  The Scouts, then, 
withdrew so that Assault Squads could move in and decimate 
the opposition.

 
The campaign dragged on for months, but it was working.  One 
cell after another fell and each one became more and more 
isolated.  Information became unreliable and a lot of the 
Yanchi's advantages became nullified.  Even the remaining 
Imperial Guard on the planet improved their performance. 
Their tempers had cooled, and they became more familiar with 
the terrain and the tactics being used against them.
 
While the Yanchi insurgents were very good at the kind of 
warfare they were waging, the Raven Guard had been doing it 
for thousands of years and there was little doubt how the 
culmination of hostilities would play out.
 
In the end, the Yanchi insurgents fought like rabid, cornered 
beasts. Several Astartes from 4th company were killed in the 
final destruction of the Yanchi insurgency which wasn’t until 
994.M37.
 

Destiny Forged in Battle
 
During M37, the 23rd Founding was well underway.  Many 
Space Marine Chapters were being formed to bolster the ranks 
of crusading Astartes, all tasked with taking the battle directly to  
the enemies of the Imperium. 
 
During the Yanchi War, the Raven Guard's 4th Company 
Apothecary, Uldris Ammatheon was quite impressed with the 
physical abilities, mental fortitude, and cunning of the 
insurgents. He began ordering bodies to be taken for autopsy 
and found several interesting markers in the population’s 
genetic code, markers that were quite rare elsewhere.  He also 
studied, with great interest, the history of the Imperium's 
contact with the Yanchi.  He was impressed with their gall.
 
Finally, Uldris decided he wanted to experience the Yanchi's 
fighting spirit first hand.  He also felt he needed a living subject. 
He offered to join the Astartes in battle during a particularly 
dangerous mission into the heart of the insurgency deep within 
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a forest valley. The fighting was fierce. Uldris had never seen a 
local population fight with more vigor or heart.
 
During the battle, the team’s Terminator squad took two 
casualties from hidden Heavy Stubber nests. Uldris immediately 
forgot about his personal mission, and ran to their side. He 
called to the orbiting Strike Cruiser for a teleport extraction in 
order to save the veteran Astartes’ lives. As the warp energies 
began to waver in their midst, a crazed Yanchi warrior leapt at 
him.
 
Uldris found himself fighting the enraged man as they were 
sucked through the warp. Although Uldris was much stronger 
than his assailant, the man fought with a passion Uldris had 
rarely seen in a common human. When they arrived on the 
ship’s teleport pad, gunfire opened up and tore into Uldris’s 
attacker. The first Bolter round tore the man’s leg off, 
disintegrating his thigh. Another blew his intestines against the 
inner hull of the ship.
 
Even then, dying on the deck, the man reached for his Lasgun, 
glaring at Uldris with hate before finally losing consciousness.
 

Uldris was impressed to say the least. It then occurred to him 
what had happened to the Chaos incursion of the Yanchi system 
all those years ago.  The population of “technologically 
regressed” humans had single-handedly annihilated not only a 
Chaos incursion on their world, but had all but disintegrated 
their own battleship.  A deep respect filled Uldris's warrior 
heart.

“You!” he pointed at a group of technicians who were mindlessly 
performing maintenance on a nondescript scrap of machinery, 
“Get my stasis chamber! Now!”
 
That evening, after attending to the fallen Astartes, he examined 
the Yanchi who still stubbornly clung to life within his stasis 
chamber.  Shortly after, Uldris sent a message to his contacts at 
the Adeptus Mechanicus suggesting the Yanchi settlers be 
investigated for possible use as a Raven Guard Successor.
 
Yanchi soon fell under the weight of the Imperium and was 
pacified once again.  The Mganga lamented their defeat for a 
time, however a new and brighter era had begun and they did 
not yet understand how. 
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Failure Before Disgrace, Death Before Dishonor
 
Hope for a Tortured Geneseed
 
The Star Eagle Geneseed implantation technique is 
experimental. The team in charge of founding the Star Eagles 
chose the Yanchi in the hopes of healing the faulty strains in the 
Raven Guard genetic code. There has been some success in this 
experiment.
 
The Star Eagles’ Mucranoid Gland, the organ which normally 
gives a Space Marine his ability to survive in harsh 
environments has been damaged in the Raven Guard for quite 
some time.  In the Star Eagles, is partially active again, somehow 
bolstered by the genes of the Yanchi settlers who serve 
exclusively as Star Eagles stock.  If certain hormones are 
injected into the Astartes of this chapter before a battle, their 
Mucranoid Gland becomes fully active for up to 24 hours. While 
the side-effects are rather uncomfortable for them, most 
Astartes are capable of pushing through the headaches, 
sweating, chills, and dizziness during the initial onslaught of the 
drug.

It is for this reason that the Mechanicum and Raven Guard 
leadership decided to focus the Star Eagles’ training in boarding 
actions.  
 
The Astartes of the Star Eagles do not have the waxy, pale skin 
of their Raven Guard progenitors thanks to the repairs to their 
gene seed. In fact, they are usually darker-skinned thanks to the 
largely dark-skinned population of homeworld of Yanchi. They 
still bear the trademark oily, black hair and black eyes of their  
Raven Guard brethren, however.
 

Combat Doctrine
 
While the Star Eagles are a Raven Guard Successor, the 
development of their Combat Doctrine was initially shared 
between the Raven Guard and the Imperial Harbingers.  Like 

their Raven Guard progenitors, the Star Eagles excel at cunning 
reactive techniques and tactical close-quarters fighting. 
However, the Star Eagles have been bred for boarding actions 
and urban combat making the Imperial Harbingers a natural 
choice for assisting with the establishment of the Chapter's 
Combat Doctrine.
 
The Star Eagles use precise sensor equipment, advanced 
boarding torpedoes, modified drop pods, and teleport attacks in 
order to penetrate enemy ships, space stations, and entrenched 
planetary positions. This allows them to quickly locate and 
execute mission objectives.
 
The Star Eagles do not recklessly smash about searching for 
targets of opportunity.  Instead, they seek out their specific 
targets and formulate a plan of attack to trap their enemies.  A 
typical Star Eagle plan of attack starts with deep reconnaissance.  

Once the enemy has been located and their threat level has been 
evaluated, the Star Eagles load Devastator Squads and Tactical  
Squads into Drop Pods or Boarding Torpedoes and launch them 
at dangerous speeds towards their target.  The Star Eagles have 
even been known to drop pre-fabricated Imperial Bastions full 
of troops in the midst of their enemies.  This tactic is most often 
employed when a squad of Tactical Marines makes their first 
appearance on the battlefield.  This kind of high-risk hazing is 
par for the course in the Star Eagles.

The first wave of insertion vehicles are usually dropped quite 
near the enemy on one flank.  The squads leap out and pepper 
their targets with bolter fire and melta weaponry.  After allowing 
the enemy a chance to react, the second wave drops in, cutting 
off the enemy's retreat and adding more bolter fire and flamer 
attacks to the shooting gallery, providing cover fire to the 
Brothers who'd arrived before them and should be setting up 
their assaults.
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If they are involved, the 1st and 10th Companies will arrive as 
reinforcements either through teleport or on the wings of a 
Stormraven respectively.  These units will smash whatever high-
threat targets there are on the fringes of the dropzone and 
further cut off the enemy's maneuvers.
 
The Star Eagles are not well-suited for protracted engagements. 
If too many of an enemy slips out of their fingers or a combat 
zone spreads to far, they will often either try to use their air 
cavalry to corral the enemy again for another strike or simply 
dust off and call in the Imperial Guard.
 
This doctrine has a name among the Star Eagles:  Mtego 
Umeme, the Lightning Trap. 
 
Most of the Companies are well-equipped for this work.  Tactical 
Squads make use of melta weapons and flamers, but rarely 
equip themselves with heavy weapons.  Assault squads rarely 
use jump packs and prefer to be launched into their target with 
boarding torpedoes or drop pods. For the most part, the Star 
Eagle Devastators prefer to use multi-meltas, heavy bolters, and 
Plasma Cannons in that order.  multi-meltas are preferred in 
boarding actions while Plasma Cannons are equipped for urban 
combat. 
 
In the end, it is the ubiquitous bolter which the Star Eagles live 
and die by.  They honor its flexibility and reliability. Some 
Astartes go so far as to name and revere their bolter almost as a 
Battle Brother.
 
The exemplars of Star Eagles combat doctrine are the deadly 
Kivuli of the 1st Company who are always accurately teleported 
into battle deep inside enemy vessels or amidst the enemy 
ranks.  They are aided into battle by unmatched Star Eagle 
reconnaissance sensors. 

The 2nd Company is the only exception to the Star Eagles 
doctrine. This Company is farmed out to assist other Space 
Marine chapters in conventional warfare.  

The different Companies are described in greater detail later.
 

Chapter Tactics
 
Star Eagles Combat Doctrine does not lend itself well to the 
Raven Guard Chapter Tactics.  While the Raven Guard and the 
Star Eagles do share a delight in surprise attacks, the Raven 
Guard are subtle and efficient.  The Star Eagles, by contrast,  
prefer lightning attacks that put their enemy off-guard 
regardless of whether they are expected or not.  Once in the 
thick of battle, the Star Eagles rely on their leaders to guide 
them through the stages of an engagement which they call the 
Vita Kunde... the pulse of battle.  The Vita Kunde is best 
represented by the Ultramarines Chapter Tactics in most 
situations.  It goes without saying that leaders in the Chapter are 
chosen for their level-headedness and patience.
 

Memories of the Past

It wasn't long after the war that the Mganga resurfaced in 
Yanchi society.  They continued to secretly maintain the 
memories and traditions of their people.  In the early days of the 
Star Eagles, in the waxing decades of M38, one very young 
Mwa'sheha was taken to be made Astartes.  His name was 
Hadithi.
 
The years he spent among his Raven Guard and the Imperial 
Harbinger trainers were difficult.  He was a young boy, but 
locked within his mind were the static memories of hundreds of 
generations which had been lived long before he'd been born. 
No amount of mental conditioning could destroy these 
memories.  Fortunately, Hadithi's trainers expected introverted 
behavior from Raven Guard initiates anyways, so he didn't really 
stand out.  He did, for a time, live in perpetual fear of being 
found out.  Every once in a while he would encounter a 
Librarian and that shock of fear would run up his spine.  In 
time, of course, his Astartes training and physical enhancements 
killed this, and all fear.
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By the time Hadithi came home to train with the remaining 
fledgelings of the 10th company, he was the first true Star Eagle. 
He immediately sought out a Mganga to guide him.  Over the 
course of the next several decades, the Mganga of the Yanchi 
stopped choosing their Mwa'sheha so young to avoid the same 
dangerous situation occurring in the future.  Instead, it was 
decided that they would try transferring the memories of older 
Mwa'sheha into fully developed Astartes.  

And thus began the Third Yanchi Rebellion which continues 
unnoticed to this day.
 
In 182 M38, Hadithi had graduated to the Chapter's 6th 

Company.  He met with one of the influential Mganga and 
formulated a plan to infiltrate the Star Eagles with Mwa'sheha 
memories.  They decided that Hadithi would choose the most 
even-minded of his brethren for the first group of implants.
 
He lured the two Astartes he considered his closest confidants 
into a small village with a lie about studying local close combat 
techniques.  A Mganga awaited them there and immediately 
used his psychic talents to incapacitate Hadithi's Battle 
Brothers.  Then, the Mganga transferred the locked memories of 
two aged Mwa'sheha into the minds of the Astartes. 
 
The result of the process was very different from the usual 
transfer.  Usually, the memories are transferred from an aged 
adult to a child.  It had not been attempted on an older 
individual for centuries and certainly hadn't been attempted on 
an Astartes. 
 
After a much longer and more difficult transfer, the Astartes 
awoke with their own memories, thoughts, and personalities 
intact, but also with the full breadth of knowledge of the 
Mwa'sheha in their minds.  They didn't awake in anger, but were 
immediately sympathetic to the values of the Yanchi way of life 
and philosophy. Their personalities had not drastically changed, 
they were still themselves, but seeing the breadth and depth of 
history laid out before them for the first time did leave them 

changed forever.
 
The donors, however, had died.
 
Today, the process is performed regularly, though it is hidden to 
many of the rank-and-file.  There are specifically designated 
locations for this intimate process aboard all Star Eagle ships, 
space stations, and on the surface Yanchi itself.  Every Star 
Eagle in the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th Companies possess 
ancient memories of their Yanchi ancestors.  These memories 
award their benefactors with knowledge and skills that other 
Astartes would never have.  Every Star Eagle is a renaissance 
man.  The memories don’t grant them true experiences, though. 
These memories are not tied to a consciousness, but are merely 
a psychic file system for impressions of past lives.  That is not to 
say that the Astartes are not affected by the implantation.  The 
knowledge of aeons has a way of tempering the mind and 
making one realize how petty and small some of their previous 
beliefs and problems had been.
 
It is now known that when the essence of a Mwa'sheha is 
transferred to an Astartes, it isn't a simple implantation as with 
mortals.  Instead, a battle must be fought between the psyche of 
the donor and the psyche of the Mganga psyker performing the 
transfer.  More often than not, the Mganga wins this battle. 
Sadly, whether the Mganga is successful or not, the donor of the 
Mwa'sheha memories perishes during a transfer attempt 
involving an Astartes recipient.  

On the rare occasions in which the psyker loses the psychic 
struggle, the Space Marine recipient will usually believe they 
have been the victim of a nightmare.  They are also immediately 
selected for service in the 2nd Company. 

It is uncommon for an Astartes to become angry about the 
transfer and threaten to expose the Mganga and the rest of the 
Star Eagles for these activities.  It is sad, but these rare 
individuals must be incapacitated and the memories transferred 
to a human child.  Of course, the Space Marine always dies in 
the process.  These failures are often due to the wrong individual 
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being chosen for the process.  This is why vigorous covert 
screening is absolutely necessary for Astartes to become 
Mwa'sheha.  Fortunately, easily half of Star Eagles who graduate 
from the 10th Company are suitable recipients.

Since all members of the 1st, 3rd, 4th, 5th, and 6th companies 
contain the essence of a Mwa'sheha, it is up to the Star Eagles 
Librarians to transfer these memories in the event of the mortal 
wounding (or even after death if it's soon enough) of an Astartes 
Mwa'sheha in battle.

Creative Administration

It is unsurprising that, much like their Raven Guard progenitors 
(and also similar to the Dark Angels), the Star Eagles are a fairly 
secretive chapter.  They have gone so far as to set up their entire 
second company in adherence to the Codex Astartes in order to 
put on airs. The rest of the companies are either reserves or 
intentionally left at a percentage of full strength in order to 
justify the use of additional reserves to better suit their combat 
doctrine. The Star Eagles combat doctrine requires a very small 
number of tanks and transports, though they make extensive 
use of Dreadnoughts and Storm Talons; the former as an 
implacable force in large-scale boarding actions, and the latter 
as either Air Cavalry or as a defensive screen for boarding 
torpedoes as they streak towards the enemy.

Indeed, the Star Eagles' current Chief Administrator, Akil 
Bwana has proven to be so efficient and trustworthy, that he has 
been given multiple cybernetic enhancements and top medical 
care in order to keep him alive well beyond a normal human’s 
lifespan. These enhancements have been applied very carefully 
so as to not deteriorate his personal style and individuality as 
would have been the case if he’d been made into a servitor.  His 
body must be connected to a building-sized life support system 
much of the time, though he is ambulatory and does sometimes 
visit the surface of Yanchi in order to remind himself of why he 
serves.

It's certain that the Star Eagles have outstripped the traditional 
count of 1000 Marines, particularly due to their 6th and 7th 

Companies. The wildest rumors among the Chapter elite count 
over 100 tactical squads in the 6th Company.  This quite an 
exaggeration, but there are enough of them that, since squad 
designation markings are only allowed to go up to “10”, several 
squad numbers are repeated throughout the Company.  As such, 
the Star Eagles have also developed an art to creative 
administration. It just wouldn't do to have two squads with the 
same markings show up to an engagement.
 
Bwana isn't just skilled at personnel management, but resource 
allocation as well.  Like other Space Marine chapters, the Star 
Eagles receive a stipend of supplies.  Resource allocation in the 
Imperium tends to be an unwieldy morass of bureaucracy.  It is 
difficult for any one individual to steer resource requests in a 
direction that is contrary to a standard template.  Sometimes the 
Star Eagles receive Rhinos, Razorbacks, Lascannons, Predators 
and other equipment that does not support their combat 
doctrine, but would be natural for any other Space Marine 
Chapter.  There have even been occasions where the Chapter 
received equipment like a Land Raider or ten full suits of 
Terminator armor. Rather than return these goods, Bwana has 
been able to engage in serious horse trading with the Storm 
Wardens, the Raven Guard, and a few other chapters.  In 
particular, the Chapter's numerous reserves of Stormtalons and 
other small craft is quite impressive.  This makes the Star Eagles 
extremely well-prepared for their unique tasks even though their 
actual gross resources are rather limited.
 
It would make sense if the Star Eagles were reviled by many in 
the Imperium for their secretive and individualistic nature, but 
they are thriving in the Galactic Northwest. Few Imperial units 
frown upon their assistance when it arrives on pillars of Drop 
Pod flame.
 

A Dangerous Dichotomy
 
The Star Eagles do also share many Raven Guard personality 
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traits.  Like their Raven Guard cousins, they are prone to 
moments of wistful regret.  They are also enraged at the 
enslaving of sentient beings.  As such, the Star Eagles draw 
blood whenever they encounter Dark Eldar and are particularly 
merciless towards the forces of Chaos. 
 
They've also risked getting themselves into trouble from time to 
time by striking up both political and military conflict with 
despotic human planetary rulers.  The reputation of the Star 
Eagles is such that the residents of all the local systems are 
pleased to hear that a Star Eagles Battle Barge or Strike Cruiser  
has arrived.  The same cannot be said about the rulers of these 
systems.  The arrival of the Star Eagles is often a harbinger of 
regime change.
 
Worse, there have been accounts in local legend of Space Marine 
detachments and Inquisition forces disappearing in conflicts 

where the Star Eagles were involved with little or no 
explanation. 
 
Fortunately for the Star Eagles, they are very hard to pin down 
with their constant fleet movements.  Although they do have a 
single base of operations orbiting Yanchi III, no one Star Eagle 
is easy to keep tabs on.  In reality, over the course of millennia 
packed with strife, memories become short.
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Tradition of Justice 

The text which follows is a brief history of the Star Eagles from 
its inception to the edge of the 41st Millennium, detailing their 
difficult moral balancing act, their triumphs, and their failures.

 
994.M37 – The Yanchi War Ends
 
At the end of the Yanchi War, a Raven Guard Apothecary 
implanted a boy from that world with an Astartes Geneseed. 
This experimental Astartes was folded into the Raven Guard and 
became a blueprint for future work on Yanchi.
 

088.M38 – Founding

The Raven Guard Apothecary, Uldris was able to convince the 
Adeptus Mechanicus to forego the long process of vetting Yanchi 
as a Successor Homeworld.  He argued that the 8th Black 
Crusade had left the Imperium in dire need of more Crusading 
Chapters to bring the fight to their enemies rather than wait for 
the worlds of the Imperium to burn one after the other.  

They implanted fifty Yanchi youth with the Raven Guard 
Geneseed as a part of the 23rd Founding.  Veterans of the Raven 
Guard and the Imperial Harbingers were tapped to develop a 
unique combat doctrine making use of the partially healed 
Murcanoid gland possessed by the new chapter.  The subsequent 
Chapter was appropriately named the Star Eagles.
 

094.M38 – The Scourgeblade

The fully-formed 10th Company of the Star Eagles joined the 
Imperial Harbingers in a boarding action against a Khornate 
Chaos vessel called The Scourgeblade.  Although many scouts 
were lost, they proved effective in the destruction of the ship 
from the inside-out.  The Harbingers remarked on the young 
Star Eagles' endurance and determination in the radiation-

washed environment aboard the ship.  Shortly after, the 
veterans of this engagement were promoted to become the first 
members of the 8th and 9th Companies.
 

148.M38 – Governor Ibex

The Star Eagles' 5th battle company was formed and the Star 
Eagles were requisitioned a Battle Barge.  The Chapter used the 
Battle Barge's initial shakedown cruise to mobilize the 5 th's 
initial missions.  The Chapter encountered a small world called 
Bandag where the governor lived in decadence while his serfs 
toiled in pain and famine. 
 
After infiltration by the 10th Company and a covert investigation 
team led by the very young Administrator Bwana, the Star 
Eagles rooted out the corruption in the system.  Very 
convincing evidence of heresy in Governor Ibex's office was 
found (some say manufactured).  Captain Kubo ordered the 
government's buildings looted and razed to the ground.  They 
distributed the food and goods to the serfs.  A new Government 
was hand-picked by Kubo himself.
 
In this way, Company Captain Kubo became the first Star Eagle 
to pull a planetary leader from power, but he would certainly not 
be the last.  
 
The people may no longer be oppressed , but the Bandag system 
still suffers from limited resource availability.
 

094 M38 – Battle Brother Hadithi

The young Mwa'sheha, Hadithi, was taken to be made into an 
Astartes.  He was able to hide his special gift from everyone and 
his memories were not robbed from him during the mental 
conditioning process.
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178.M38 – Akili Bwana Saved

After a massive heart attack, the Star Eagles' Chief 
Administrator, a self-described “simple human clerk”, received 
the first of many implants which would ultimately extend his life 
for the next two millennia.

182 M38 - Tradition Upheld

The first adult Astartes were implanted with Mwa'sheha 
memories with the assistance of Battle-Brother Hadithi.

 
199.M38 to 231.M38 – The Hate Ring Crusade
 
The Star Eagles participated in their first real campaign.  The 
Hate Ring, a crescent-shaped nebula which rings the 
northeastern edge of the Eye of Terror (and still several hundred 
lightyears south of Yanchi) was the focus of many deadly 
engagements.  The danger was exacerbated by the region being 
quite a hazardous by its very nature as kind of a moving 
termination shock of warp energies caused by the emergence of 
the Eye of Terror.  The region was characterized by warp-
charged planetary debris, strange storms, space hulks, and 
clouds of deadly gases.  The danger was made worse by the 
seeming uselessness of their engagements.  There were very few 
worlds of value there, but being a place of strange warp energies 
it was the perfect staging ground for Chaos incursions. 
 
With the Imperial Harbingers otherwise engaged, it was the Star 
Eagles who were tapped for service.  Over the course of a thirty-
year campaign, the Star Eagles stormed dozens of Chaos ships, 
capturing important objectives and destroying enemy assets. 
Oddly, records show that the chapter suffered few casualties. 
Many Astartes were shuffled from the 6th Company to bulk out 
the regular Battle Companies during this campaign and, 
naturally, records have become a bit muddled.

242.M38 to 298.M38 – The Warp Spear Crusade
 
The Star Eagles took part in the eradication of Chaos forces 
around the Eye of Terror.  This was a much longer series of 
engagements and involved far more Chapters and Imperial 
Guard Regiments.  During this Crusade, the Star Eagles 
witnessed the systematic cleansing of dozens of worlds. Some 
Astartes were reported having wept at these sights, but these 
claims are unsubstantiated.
 

298.M38 – Fully Fledged
 
By this time, all Companies of the Star Eagles were at full 
strength for the first time.  Battle Brother Hadithi, now a 
hardened warrior and Captain of the 3rd Company, was made the 
Chapter's first true, fully Star Eagle Chapter Master.  A Raven 
Guard Captain who had been holding that position in 
stewardship left to rejoin his own Chapter.

302.M38 to 312.M38 – The First Justice Crusade
 
By the third century of M38, the Star Eagles had spent years 
fighting battles in the void and had done so over largely 
uninspiring objectives.  They were also quite changed after 
witnessing countless meaningless deaths at the hands of their 
enemies and allies alike.  The Chapter's leaders decided to take it 
upon themselves to set out and fight for a cause their brothers 
could believe in.  They spent ten years gathering information 
about the nearby systems; determining their political structure, 
how they treated their populations, and gauged their military 
strength. 
 
In 312.M38, Hadithi gathered all of the locally-available Astartes 
to an uninhabited area of Yanchi where he delivered his intent. 
He laid out a justification for a crusade to the stars in the name 
of Justice for the oppressed.  The Astartes felt compelled by his 
message and were filled with pride at their self-perceived moral 
superiority.  
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 312.M38 to 318.M38 – The Triumphant Beginning
 
The Star Eagles were able to crush over a dozen despotic rulers 
in their vicinity of space.  Each and every incursion was justified 
with extremely detailed and organized documentation pointing 
out the rulers' shortcomings.  Some were revealed to simply be 
financially corrupt while others were exposed as heretics.  In 
every case, the structure of the government was disassembled 
and Yanchi-born administrators were left in its place to build 
anew.
 

319.M38 – The Desapo Liberation
 
The Star Eagles invaded a fortress belonging to the ruler of a 
little world called Desapo.  The ruler was a military man named 
Marshall Gard Falks.  He was in good standing with the 
Imperium and often tithed more than his required amount. 
Somehow the Star Eagles investigators were able to divine proof 
that the Marshall wasn't just a heretic, but a Chaos Lord in 
disguise. 
 
He did not take the arrogant attacks by the Star Eagles lightly. 
 
Although his commoners lived in squalor, the Desapo Imperial 
Guard Regiment had always been as fanatically devoted to the 
Marshall as they were to the Emperor. (In fact, this was part of 
the evidence built against the man by the Star Eagles.)  He 
ordered his troops to throw themselves at the Marines, “Even”, 
he told them, “if you must die to the man!”  And they did.  The 
Star Eagles were forced to incinerate hundreds of Desapo 
Guardsmen in the weeks which followed.
 
When the Liberation was complete, Chapter Master Hadithi 
received surprise orders from the Inquisition.  They had read the 
Star Eagles' reports on their activities on Desapo and they 
ordered the Astartes to execute not only the administration of 
Desapo, but their families and the entire roster of the Desapo 
Imperial Guard Regiment.  In public. With fire.  Oddly, the 
orders were very specific in that the Star Eagles were to perform 

these actions personally.  Even nearby Ecclesiarchy were sent to 
the world in order to verify their success in carrying out these 
orders.
 
Not only were Haidithi and his men heartbroken at this, they 
began to wonder if they were starting to get the Inquisition's 
attention.  What made things worse was that the Ecclesiarhy 
themselves were installed by the Adeptus Terra as the rulers of 
Desapo.  The designation of such a nearby planet as a Cardinal 
World was seen as a failure among the Star Eagles and the 
Yanchi in general, and even worse than the despotic rule of the 
megalomaniac whom they had overthrown.
 

320.M38 to 328.M38 – Detour of Purpose
 
The Star Eagles approached the Kovelov System only to find it 
overrun with Orks.  The Star Eagles tend to enjoy using Orks for 
training purposes, but they had never seen a full infestation 
before.  Some might say that was extremely lucky given Yanchi's 
location in the galaxy.  Of course, when the Ork Kroozers 
detected the Imperial ships, they attacked immediately.   
 
The Star Eagles became entrenched in protracted engagement 
with the Orks.  When he became fed up with what he called “this 
bloody, green distraction”, Hadithi ordered his forces to focus 
on the Orks' space travel capabilities and they destroyed all of 
the ships and makeshift fleet yards in the system.  The final blow 
to the Orks was made by the 1st Company which infiltrated 
several Ork camps and incinerated the more inventive Mekboys 
to ashes.  To this day, Kovelov is still infested and oppressed by 
Orks, but the Star Eagles periodically return to the system and 
destroy any space flight infrastructure under construction there. 
Because of this, the Orks were not able to press on to other 
systems for quite some time.
 
Many cunning excuses were given in the ensuing paperwork as 
to why the Star Eagles had not turned Kovelov into a glowing 
cinder.  To this day Exterminatus has never been ordered for the 
world.  It is unknown what possible use the Star Eagles could 
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have for allowing the infestation to continue there.
 

331.M38 – Stretched Thin
 
Although the Star Eagles were successful for the duration of the 
Justice Crusade, they were forced to return to regular duties 
several times.  Eventually, the campaign lost steam.  While the 
Crusade did not end with a bang, it is still considered a largely 
successful operation to Yanchi historians.
 

498.M38 – The Uhuru Settlement
 
By the mid-38th Millennium, Yanchi had become a successful 
production world, but had also begun to feel the effects of 
population growth.  Yanchi was still, after all, an agri-world, and 
could only sustain a small population before that population 
would begin eating up territory meant for crops.  The tribal 
leaders selected a nearby system to the galactic North for 
colonization.  Massive numbers of Yanchi relocated themselves 
to this world with the assistance of colossal Imperial colony 
ships.  They named the world Uhuru.  

The Star Eagles began to run regular patrols through the system 
since the colony's proximity to known staging grounds for Chaos 
activity made their location rather precarious.
 

879.M38 – A New Star in the Sky

In the late 39th Millenium, Battle Fortress Angome was 
completed, the culmination of a 2-century task.  Even unto the 
end of the 41st Millennium, every enemy attack against it has 
been deflected.

133.M39 – The 1st Yanchi Fusiliers
 
By the 40th Millennium, Yanchi had enjoyed a great deal of 

success and its population grew.  The world had reached peak 
production several years prior and had become an important 
world in the region.  As such, an Imperial Guard regiment was 
formed.  The Yanchi Fusiliers quickly became a heroic infantry 
regiment with a strong and proud tradition in their own right. 
Over the centuries to come, the Fusiliers grew to a strength of 
five full active Regiments which were used in the defense of 
worlds along the Cadian Spinward Front and threats from the 
whispering void of the Halo Stars.
 

162.M39 – Sororitas Skirmish

After a ship carrying visiting Ecclesiarchy from Desapo was 
turned away from Yanchi by the Star Eagles, the Adepta 
Sororitas of the Order of the Argent Shroud were dispatched to 
the world to investigate.  After a brief skirmish on one of Battle 
Fortress Angome's flight decks, Chapter Master Hadithi stepped 
in to quickly cease hostilities with his usual calm and 
unflinching demeanor. 
 
Somehow, Hadithi was able to convince the Sororitas that an 
Inquisition review was not necessary on Yanchi and that the 
world's people were a good and faithful lot.  The Sisters' quick 
reversal surprised many in the Chapter and it was whispered 
among close circles that something more nuanced than simple 
negotiation was instrumental in the Chapter Master's success.

 
198.M39 – The Black Ship

A Black Ship was detected approaching the Yanchi system. 
Many of the Star Eagles' closest human advisors were overcome 
with panic over the news.  Chapter Master Haidithi, now very 
old, but still virile, instructed Chief Administrator Akil Bwana to 
delay the ship with as much bureaucratic nonsense as possible. 
Of course, Bwana was able to conjure several very nasty 
regulations that would delay the Black Ship outside the system 
for at least a few weeks. 
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Meanwhile, Chapter Master Haidithi took a Strike Cruiser and 
disappeared, leaving Captain Njozi of the 3rd Company as his 
successor in the event that he did not return. Haidithi brought 
only a skeleton crew and five Techmarines with him.
 
Two weeks later, an Ork fleet of three Kroozers and several 
Ramships appeared out of the Warp very near the Black Ship. 
The Orks were no match for the Black Ship, of course.  Psychic 
energies crushed the little Ramships before they could set up 
their attack runs and the firepower of the Kroozers did little to 
penetrate the hull of the Imperial behemoth.  One damaged 
Kroozer was able to break through the Black Ship's defenses and 
launch a mass of boarding torpedoes before it was carved to 
pieces by molten beams of lance batteries. 
 
Two hours later, the Black Ship exploded in a flash of light that 
could be seen from the surface Yanchi. 
 
To this day, a tear in the Warp orbits the system's outer reaches. 
A small station was constructed there to monitor any Daemonic 
activity and, thankfully it has been quiet.  Chapter Master 
Haidithi was never heard from again, though his date of death 
was recorded as having been at the hands of an enemy in the 
Chapter's next engagement.
 

487.M39 – The Nest

During the Waning, a time when the Imperium felt the strain of 
too few resources spread over too much space,  several nearby 
star systems were officially placed under the direct supervision 
of the Star Eagles.  The Chapter's Techmarines worked with the 
Adeptus Mechanicus and the Imperial Navy to bolster the 
defenses of these systems.  The Chapter's Master of the Forge 
devised and implemented a detection grid which linked these 
worlds in a relatively weak energy field called The Nest. The 
Nest does not directly protect their realm, but acts like a tripwire 
alarm or spider's web, immediately alerting Battle Fortress 
Angome whenever a large stray object wanders into their midst.
 

In time, The Nest became the term used for all the systems as a 
whole.  All of the worlds which the Star Eagles had liberated in 
their Crusades (and many more) were now theirs to govern and 
protect except, of course, for the Cardinal World of Desapo.  
 
Some Chapters were loathe to carry such a massive burden and 
tried to eventually shake this responsibility when it was thrust 
upon them during this era in history.  The Star Eagles, on the 
other hand, Embraced it and still manage their protectorate to 
this day.
 

554.M39 – The Zuka War

Strike Cruiser Giza Madhumuni along with elements of the 1st 

Company found a cold rogue planet rolling through the void in 
the midst of The Nest.  After weeks of monitoring it in darkness, 
they reported that the trajectory of the planet showed that it 
originated from the Eye of Terror itself and it was infested with 
Daemons. They named the world Zuka, after a god the Yanchi 
stopped believing in Millennia ago.  It was not known how long 
the planet had been rolling through the Nest, but it was plying 
the void with great speed.  The cruiser also reported that the 
planet was the skeleton of an Imperial world which had gone 
missing during the Age of Strife.  For that reason, the planet was 
spared from immediate Exterminatus.
 
Instead, the entire Chapter was recalled from duties throughout 
the Segmentum and three Regiments of the Yanchi Fusiliers 
were mobilized. It was notable that no request for assistance was 
sent to the Cadians even though a large number of regiments 
were stationed along the Spinward Front. 

The Star Eagles paid a massive butcher’s bill during the Zuka 
War.  Most Star Eagle Companies were reduced to 50% capacity 
and the entire 2nd Company was destroyed.  They also lost 
Chapter Master Njozi who was killed by a powerful Daemon 
Prince of Khorne.  

Njozi was alone on the battlefield, his entire detachment wiped 
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out to a man.  He cut down Daemon after Daemon, blood 
sizzling on his power sword.  Exhausted, he looked about, 
verbally daring all whom remained to engage him.  Out of the 
smoke, a towering malevolence strode. A mountain of the 
blackest red carapace and hooked spines met him on the field 
which was drenched in the lifeblood of thousands of Yanchi’s 
best sons and daughters.  Howling in bloodlust, Njozi engaged 
the Demon Prince!

During this earth-shaking conflict, a combat squad of young 9 th 

Company Astartes  blundered out of the haze into the battlefield 
where the two champions fought.  Some of the young Astartes 
balked, but their Veteran Seargent laughed and ordered the 
charge.  

The Daemon Prince didn’t even notice them.  He was having too 
much fun.  He threw the exhausted Chapter Master to the 
ground and raised his cackling Daemon Sword to deliver the 
final stroke, but the five young warriors rushed forward, blindly 
shooting their multi-meltas into the roaring Daemon's flesh. 
They were able to blast great gashes in the monster's hide before 
they, themselves, were cut down, mortally wounded.  

Their sacrifice gave Njozi the moment of clarity he needed to 
throw himself up from the ground and stab his roaring power 
sword into the Daemon’s skull.  Foul brains sizzled on the 
sword’s tip.  The Daemon’s ten ton body collapsed onto the 
weakened Chapter Master who fell unconscious and, at great 
length, suffocated to death.

Luckily, three of the young Astartes were able to be saved by a 
late extraction team, though they were horribly disfigured and 
comatose.  They were honorably interred in Dreadnoughts 
etched with scenes of the climatic battle as a testament to their 
sacrifice.
 
At the end of the conflict, the surface of Zuka was incinerated. 
Of course, this was after the planet was sufficiently looted. 
Many artifacts from the Age of Technology were recovered. 
Most were sent to Terra.  Others were reported lost or delayed. 

Others were simply not reported.

 555.M39 – Rebuilding
 
The Star Eagles began to rebuild their ranks.  It was during this 
rebuilding that the Chapter began to take a shape that more 
closely resembled its current structure.  Chapter Master Kujasi 
worked with Chief Administrator Bwana to forge a new 
organizational structure for the Star Eagles.  It was decided that 
gene stock would be saved to bolster the reserve Companies and 
that the Battle Companies would remain under-strength. It was 
thought that this would allow the Star Eagles to focus more on 
their strengths and improve the flexibility of their Battle 
Companies.
 
The only exception to this would be the 2nd Company which 
would be the perfect example of a Codex Astartes Battle 
Company.  This would allow the Star Eagles to assist other 
Chapters with traditional battle roles while also operating in 
their indipendently.  It would also become a dumping ground 
for those deemed unworthy to accept Mwa'sheha.

 
555.M39 – Gomesama Colonies Founded
 
The Adeptus Mechanicus began construction of mining and 
foundry operations on several worlds in the Gomesama system 
east of Yanchi.  Yanchi civilians were settled there to perform 
the work.  Within a century, the system was flourishing.  Due to 
the important work being done there, and a Regiment of Yanchi 
Fusiliers was commissioned to protect those resources.
 

555.M39 - the Kivuli
 
With some of the technology recovered from the Zuka War (at 
least, what little they were able to squirrel away before the 
Mechanicus confiscated everything else), the Chapter's 
Techmarines were able to develop the first suit of specialized 
Veteran armor.  This armor was a bit cumbersome, but with 
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materials scavenged from the chapter's small supply of 
Terminator armor, it was highly resilient to damage.  The suit 
also gave its wearer relative accuracy when teleporting blindly 
into a dangerous location.  Within twenty years, the entire first 
company was outfitted with the new suits.  They were 
henceforth referred to as the Kivuli because of their ability to 
infiltrate enemy positions.

790.M39 – The Shadowmantle Disaster

A small Chaos fleet began to gather at the Marduk system on the 
galactic Northwest of Yanchi.  The Star Eagles mobilized their 
local assets in order to respond, if necessary.  Eventually, the 
Chaos fleet was detected jumping to the Shadowmantle system 
which stood within spitting distance of the Uhuru colony.  The 
Star Eagles launched a preemptive strike against their enemy 
along with assistance from nearby Navy assets and, by 
happenstance, The Doomwright, a known Inquisition ship.  
 
A few teams from the 1st company were performing teleport 
attacks on the enemy ships when they reported that gray-clad 
loyalist Terminators with vicious force weapons had joined the 
battle.  Shortly thereafter, the Star Eagles lost contact with  
several teams.  None of those teams were able to be extracted 
before the sabotaged ships exploded.  Many irreplaceable Kivuli 
veterans were lost.
 
With the Chaos fleet crippled, the enraged Star Eagles jumped 
into their drop pods and arrived on the fourth planet of the 
system on pillars of flame.  There, they found the enemy already 
engaged with Inquisitorial guardsmen.  The fury of the Star 
Eagles' charge and initial impact of whirring chainswords and 
thudding bolters forced the cultists and Chaos Space Marines 
into retreat.  The Star Eagles mowed down cultists and traitor 
Space Marines alike. 
 
Then, the Star Eagles did something quite rare for them.  They 
pressed the attack, routing their enemy.  They chased them for 
several city blocks, all in different directions, taking pot shots, 

and carving up anyone they overtook.  Suddenly, the routing 
Chaos forces reversed and came at them.  Immediately, several 
Astartes remembered the Yanchi rebellion when the Yanchi 
baited their enemies into ambush.  Cursing, the Star Eagle 
commanders ordered their brothers to fall back, but to do so 
slowly and while laying down cover fire. 
 
The Astartes wondered out loud what could possibly have 
caused the enemy to rally so quickly. Was it a powerful Chaos 
Lord?  A Daemon Prince? The answer was none of these.  They 
had actually been met and routed again from the other direction 
by another group of attackers.  As the enemy passed through 
their ranks, the Star Eagles took advantage of the situation and 
cut them down as they blindly routed through the thin Star 
Eagle ranks.  Soon, there was naught on the field of battle but 
gore.
 
The Star Eagles were spread so far apart in the maze of a city at 
this point that only a squad of six Star Eagles managed to notice 
the source of the enemy's second rout.  They wore suits of 
gleaming gray armor with gold trim and red and white heraldry. 
They bore long Halberds and had Storm Bolters slung on their 
forearms. The two groups stared at each other.  And then the 
bombardments began.  The Hive was being razed to the ground 
all around them.  Several landing craft began descending, all 
bearing the markings of the Navy's and Star Eagles' ships.  The 
craft loaded families as best they could, though they could not 
hope to save them all.  The peals of crying children and screams 
of terrified adults could not be drowned out by the cadence of 
exploding ordnance.

Still, the strange Terminators and Star Eagles stared each other 
down.
 
In a flash, the Terminators sprung into action.  They began 
cutting down the refugees around them who were racing 
towards a nearby transport.  They marched, an implacable force, 
towards the transport, spraying bolter rounds at the fleeing 
people whose bodies exploded with the impacts.
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The squad's Sergeant, Adili, ordered his men to see the people 
into the transport while he ran between the advancing 
Terminators and the fleeing civilians.  Perplexed, the 
Terminators stopped their assault and glanced at each other.  

“In the name of the Emperor and the Inquisition, you will stand 
down.  These humans must be cleansed and you shall submit 
yourself to our custody for memory augmentation,” the Space 
Marine Terminator said, and then in the High Gothic, “We are 
the Inquisition, Space Marine. Make no mistake.”

Adili sighed deeply and smiled secretly to himself.  A chance.  A 
once in a lifetime chance to prove his mettle and fully embrace 
the edicts of his culture.  He chuckled.

“What could possibly elicit mirth in this dark hour?”

“Terminator, this is no dark hour. It is the greatest moment of 
my life.”  He tossed his bolter aside, raised his chainsword, and 
pointed it at them.  He pressed the activation button and it 
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whirred into life. Their halberds crackled in return, energy 
dancing on the blades, and in a blur, they fell upon the simple 
Sergeant.  He fought like a mongoose; ducking and rolling, 
putting himself between his enemy and bits of burning wreckage 
or deep within their long reach where their Halberds were 
useless.  All the while, he positioned himself and moved in a way 
that kept the Terminators away from the escaping civilians.
 
In time, he heard his voice called from the ship, telling him that 
they must go, but he knew the moment he turned his back, he 
was dead.  Instead, he chose to take one or two of the bastards 
with him.  Adili pressed the attack.  He jammed his chainsword 
under the faceplate of the nearest Terminator and let go, 
allowing the buzzing sword to do the rest of the work; gore 
vomited from under the helmet, choking the motor of the sword. 
Meanwhile, he pushed the Terminator down, riding the body as 
it fell and grabbing its Halbered.  He cut into the next one, 
swinging the massive weapon in a clumsy arc about him.  The 
blade glanced off his enemy's armor, but the butt of the weapon 
knocked its helmet askew.  Adili drew his combat knife and 
jammed it into the monster's armpit.  He heard a grunt of pain 
which was quite satisfying. 
 
The other three Terminators rushed him even as he clawed at 
the helmet of his injured enemy who, in turn, was grappling him 
to the ground.  He found the latch mechanism and ripped off the 
Terminator's helmet.  The face of an enraged Astartes glared at 
him.  Adili ripped off his own helmet and met his opponent's 
glare.  The Terminator used the moment of distraction to bind 
Adili in an impossible lock maneuver.  He couldn't move.

Adili said without a hint of bitterness, “I just wanted to see the 
face of the man who would kill a fellow citizen of the Imperium 
in cold blood... and give him a message.”
 
“Say your last words, Astartes.”  The voice was almost 
sympathetic.
 
Adili spat in his eye.
 

Adili's squad watched helplessly from the ramp of the transport 
as their Sergeant's neck was broken.  Their hearts were heavy 
with sorrow, but they would not dare waste his sacrifice.  They 
stepped into the ship and closed the door.
 
As the ships fled the planet, gray-hulled gunships bearing red 
and white markings intercepted them and shadowed them.  A 
gravely voice barked through all comm channels, “All transports 
are ordered to heave to and relinquish your refugees. This world 
has been marked for Exterminatus by the Inquisition. All Star 
Eagles are to return to your Battle Barge for immediate memory 
correction.   All Navy Assets are ordered to close your berths to 
any transport craft and leave the area immediately.” 
 
Once in orbit near the site of the calamitous battle with the 
chaos fleet, the transports were ordered to wait.  By that time, 
the planet was aflame. Not a square meter was left unscorched. 
Eventually, the Navy vessels engaged their Warp engines and 
began the return trip back to Yanchi. 

Almost immediately, ten small Chaos ships burned fast from 
around the planet's nearest moon towards the Doomwright. 
They passed over the top of the vessel, raking it with lances and 
took a smattering of fire themselves.  The Chaos ships then 
charged the Battle Barge and its little fleet. The Star Eagle ships  
backed off.

The Chaos commander must have gotten the point because they 
veered off and made another attack run on the Doomwright 
instead. One of the Escorts was annihilated in the attack, but the 
Inquisition ship was again scored from stem to stern with lance 
burns. 
 
Several moments passed as the Escorts came around for another 
attack run and the communications channels sprung into life 
again.  “This is Chapter Master Kujasi.  It is unfortunate that 
such a stately vessel as The Doomwright was destroyed in this 
conflict.  A true, devastating loss to the Imperium.”  There was 
no response from the Doomwright.  Mainly because the Star 
Eagles had poured enough power into their sensors and comms 
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equipment to jam even the strongest communications signal 
that was not their own.

The Doomwright did put up an admirable fight.   In the 
beginning, it was able to keep its strong broadside guns pointed 
in the direction of the Chaos attack runs, thus ensuring that they 
were able to open fire on their enemy as they approached and 
also deliver parting shots.  However, in the end, the full weight 
of the Chaos Escort vessels overwhelmed her superstructure. 
The hull began to fail, exploding atmosphere into the void.   It 
wasn’t long before the burning hulk’s Warp engines groaned and 
collapsed into themselves, warping space, and crushing the 
ship's remains.
 
At that, the Star Eagles cycled up their engines and opened fire 
on what remained of the Chaos ships, an exchange which was 
over in a matter of seconds.    
 
As for the Inquisition forces guarding the refugee Transports, 
they were intercepted by Star Eagle gunships.  Sadly, some of 
the refugees didn't make it out of that fight alive, but those who 
survived were eventually taken to Uhuru to live out their lives in 
peace.
 
There was a great deal of discussion as to what was to be done 
about the binary system of Marduk.  It was well-known that the 
system was ripe with the taint of Chaos and it was controlled by 
several cults to those dark gods.  In the end, the Star Eagle 
Librarium insisted that they leave the system untouched for the 
time being.  They recommended that the system simply be 
monitored and corralled much like the Orks in the Kovelov 
system.  Star Eagle leadership, of course, decided to trust in the 
wisdom of the Mganga and wait.
 

998.M39 to 54.M40 – The Second Justice Crusade
 
Unhappy with the drudgery of typical missions to obtain banal 
objectives, Chapter Master Kujasi called for another Justice 
Crusade.  The Astartes of the 3rd, 6th, and 7th Companies as well 

as a few squads from the 1st Company were assigned to this 
campaign.  Those involved were extremely enthusiastic about it. 
 
The Second Justice Crusade could be described as an 
expeditionary action.  The Star Eagles ranged far from their own 
territory and they left tales in their wake, legends of heroic 
monsters in bird-faced armor who toppled entire regimes with 
broad strokes of military might.  Sometimes the worlds were 
better off, and other times the power vacuum did considerable 
harm.  The Star Eagles are both loved and reviled by these 
societies to this day.  Chapter Master Kujasi justified these 
results, reminding his men that the people of Yanchi also once 
were forced to live a simpler and more difficult life and that, in 
doing so, created "a superior society of rational and 
compassionate individuals".
 
This Crusade also had the distinction of targeting Xenos 
societies.  These specific actions were shrouded in secrecy and 
completely unknown to anyone save the veterans of the 1st 

Company and Chapter Leadership.  Their results were similar to 
the actions taken on human worlds.   To this day, the Ordo 
Xenos has made no indication they were aware of these 
activities.  That is not to say Chief Administrator Bwana doesn't 
have reams of reports and justifications at the ready in case they 
do.
 

151.M41 – The Gothic War

When the Warp Storms around the Gothic Sector abated, the 
Star Eagles were tapped to assist Battlefleet Gothic in their final  
maneuvers against Abbadon the Despoiler, specifically joining 
the Cadians in their efforts.  Chapter Master Kujasi was lost in 
this war.  He joined his predecessors in martyrdom in the face of 
overwhelming odds by singlehandedly destroying a Chaos 
cruiser with a single well-placed meltabomb in the guts of the 
ship's arcane machinery.
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315.M41 – The Blackstar Tomb
 
A lifeless Necron Tombship drifted out of the 
Blackstar Nebula.  The Star Eagles destroyed it 
after a cursory investigation.  The painstaking 
effort to chart the nebula was ordered and 
undertaken by a small fleet of Rogue Traders. 
Over ninety percent of the nebula was charted 
before the fleet was lost without a word in 
332.M41.
 

339.M41 – WAAGH! Ugsticka
 
A fleet of Ork vessels penetrated the Nest at its 
galactic southern point.  They seemed intent on 
"recruiting" the Ork worlds there for battle 
against Yanchi and its protectorate.  The Orks 
of Kovalev were more than willing to join the 
WAAGH! since they had been unable to build 
any kind of lasting navy for centuries thanks to 
the efforts of the Star Eagles. 

The number of ships hurled into The Nest was 
staggering.  The Orks attacked aggressively 
with little regard for life or limb, forcing 
Battlefleet Yanchi  to play a defensive game. 
They proceed to gobble up all the little systems in the Nest's 
southern region including Evris and Esperia.  At their wits end, 
the Star Eagles requested assistance from Battlefleet Calixis and 
Battlefleet Cadia.  Only Battlefleet Calixis responded, but it was 
enough to put the Imperial forces on a better footing and 
WAAGH! Ugsticka was halted.
 
Again, the Star Eagles focused their final efforts on the Orks' 
spacefaring capabilities and stopped the WAAGH! in its tracks. 
Afterward, the Yanchi Fusileers were able to wrestle a small 
handful of worlds from the clutches of the Orks, but the damage 
was done.  Now, the Navy must patrol the south more actively in 
order to ferret out any shipbuilding efforts along that front. 

Unsurprisingly, Yanchi informed the Cardinal World of Desapo 
that the Ork front near their space would be their own 
responsibility for the foreseeable future.  

In this way, the Ork presence has redirected some of Desapo's 
attention to waver a bit from scrutiny of the Star Eagles.

898.M41 – Preliminary Strikes
 
The Nest was invaded by the forces of Chaos in the late 41st 
Millennium.  These fleets were never able to make planetfall 
thanks to the noble efforts of the Nest's Imperial Navy 
Battlefleet, the Yanchi Fusiliers, and the Star Eagles.  Sadly, the 
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entire region surrounding The Ugly Sisters system is now 
littered with the still-burning hulks of the ships destroyed in this 
conflict.  It is now believed that these attacks were meant to 
weaken the Nest's ability to respond to the 13th Black Crusade.
 

963.M41 to Present – Blackstar Swarm
 
There were increasing reports of activity from the Blackstar 
Nebula.  The mostly dormant Chaos forces on Marduk were 
monitored for their response to this threat.  It was hoped by the 
Star Eagles Librarium that Chaos would absorb the initial 
attacks by the Necrons if they decided to strike.  This proved to 
be true when a small incursion from the nebula began to reach 
out.  Today, a protracted war is being waged between the Chaos 
forces at Marduk and the Blackstar Necrons.
 

978.M41 to Present – Questions
 
Several Adeptus Terra officials arrived on Yanchi to investigate 
the success of The Nest.  Of course, they acted under the guise of 
offering congratulations and "see if we could learn from the 
successes here and apply it elsewhere."  It was rather incredible 
that the Star Eagles have been able to guide events in such a way 
that their greatest threats (meaning the Orks, Chaos, Necrons, 
and, secretly, the Adepta Sororitas) have engaged each other 
rather than being forced to directly engage the Star Eagles or 
Yanchi Fusileers themselves. 

Star Eagle leadership are certain that the Inquisition suspects 
that the Star Eagles were in collaboration with Xenos or, worse, 
Chaos.  All sensitive areas have secretly been put on high alert 
status.  As many officials as possible have been funneled to 
observe the 2nd Company, but some of the visiting officials have 
obstinately demanded to remain at Yanchi to observe the rest of 
their operations.
 

989.M41 to Present – The Third Justice Crusade
 
Restlessness began to fill Chapter Master Chui's heart and he 
ordered, even amidst the turmoil engulfing the galaxy, the Third 
Justice Crusade with his sights set even farther than ever before. 
The Mganga are deep in discussion over the Chapter Master’s 
declaration.  They are concerned - with the Nest beset on all 
sides by Necrons, Chaos, and the Orks as well as the difficulties 
their Adeptus Terra guests have caused - that an extended 
absence of too many Star Eagles will put the entire region in 
danger.
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Chief Administrator Bwana's TO&E
 
Chapter Masters going back centuries have strived to shape the 
Star Eagles into a force capable of taking great advantage of 
their proficiency at making boarding actions against their 
enemies. It wasn’t until after the Zuka war in M39 that the 
Chapter’s modern force organization finally took shape under 
Chapter Master Kujasi. 
 
The bulk of the Star Eagles' fighting force consists of Tactical 
Squads, Kivuli Squads, Devastators, and Stormtalons in that 
order. All other units are peripheral to their core mission.  
 
Of course, the Star Eagles are still Space Marines and, as such, 
enjoy a diverse variety of options in the field of battle.  Below 
you will learn about this Chapter's makeup at the end of the 41st 

Millenium.
 

Political Structure and Administratum
 
The Yanchi system is a protectorate of the Star Eagles and as 
such, the Chapter Master is essentially the region's supreme 
ruler.  The Chapter Master rarely exercises these powers, but the 
Star Eagles' Administratum does manage the Nest's planetary 
tithes to Terra.  Additionally, the Yanchi Fusiliers absorb most 
of the region's Imperial Guard tithes.
 
For the most part, every system is allowed a great deal of 
flexibility to self-rule as they see fit, somewhat like a loose 
fiefdom.  This means that The Nest is home to many different 
societies, each with different governments, beliefs, and 
production levels.  Despotism and indentured servitude (much 
less slavery), however, are not tolerated.  Even servitors are only 
built from people who have reached a natural end to their lives 
or are diagnosed with a deadly genetic disorder.  This 
predilection for benevolence is well-known throughout the 
region.  The Adeptus Terra and other branches of the Imperium 
question the Star Eagels’ methodology, but the Chapter is 

allowed great leeway considering without them the region would 
be almost impossible to govern.
 
The Star Eagles boast over 800 Chapter Equerries and Servitors 
who are all trained or programmed to organize the Star Eagles' 
complicated structure.  Servitors are programmed to self-
destruct if anyone pries too deeply into the Chapter's business.
 
It is a simple human, Chief Administrator Akil Bwana, who is 
the conductor of this great organization.  He is reported to be 
over two thousand years old and still maintains not only his 
intelligence, but creativity and sanity.  Although his body is kept 
alive by machinery continuously maintained by no less than five 
servitors and a Techpriest, he has lost none of his human spark.
 
Bwana has been privy to every decision made by every single 
Star Eagle Chapter Master in history.  He is arguably the single 
most important member of Yanchi society.
 
The Chief Administrator also serves another unique role.  He is a 
teacher to new individuals chosen to become Mwa'sheha.  Over 
the years, the population has exploded on Yanchi and its nearby 
colonies.  The need for new Mwa'sheha has increased along with 
it.  Today, very few Mwa'sheha remain from the early years and 
new Mwa'sheha must be taught the true history of the Yanchi. 
Bwana is a very important link in that chain of knowledge.
 

Orbital Defenses
 
Yanchi  is well-protected. It is obviously an important Chapter 
Homeworld and its peoples' genetic heritage make it a crucial 
recruiting world for the Star Eagles.  Additionally, the billions of 
acres of farmland, kelp beds, and hydroponics operations feed 
the vast war machine along the spinward front of the Eye of 
Terror.
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Battle Fortress Angome orbits above the world and serves as the 
Star Eagle's Chapter Monastery.  It also services Battlegroup 
Yanchi when it requires repairs and modifications.  Angome is 
also the high-orbit airfield for several wings of Starhawks and 
Furies.
 
Yanchi and its nearby colonies of Gomesama and Uhuru are also 
protected by clouds of manned orbital defense platforms 
capable of swarming oncoming enemies with high-yield 
torpedoes.
 

Armory
 
Additional resources are kept at Battle Station Angome.  These 
are doled out to the Battle Companies on an as-needed basis.
 
Master of the Forge Yazuwana is rarely sent into battle as he is 
kept quite busy aboard Battle Fortress Angome with logistical 
duties.  Attached to him are several Techmarines and 
Dreadnoughts.  Additionally, a few squads from the 9th Company 
are often assigned to him as personal bodyguards.  The few rare 
times that Battle Fortress Angome has been attacked, the 
invaders have been easily repelled.
 

• Yazuawana, Master of the Forge
• 21 Techmarines
• 70 tech servitors
• 25 Thunderhawk Gunships
• 25 Stormtalons
• 7 Ironclad Dreadnoughts
• 5 Caestus Assault Rams

 

Librarium
 
All Star Eagle Librarians are both Mganga and Mwa'sheha, 
meaning that they are not only powerful psykers, but also 
carriers of ancient Yanchi memories and teachers of the Yanchi 

traditions.  Of course, the mind of the Librarian is trained and 
honed before he becomes a Mwa'sheha.  It wouldn't do to have 
thousands of years of tradition destroyed because the Astartes 
didn't survive the strenuous indoctrination and training 
required to become a Space Marine Librarian.
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Some Librarians have postulated that attrition among Librarium 
recruits would be lessened if the Mwa'sheha memories were 
introduced sooner rather than later thanks to the confidence of 
experience which these memories bring.  This has been largely 
rejected simply because the majority of Mwa'sheha feel that the 
risk is too high.
 
The Librarium recruits are trained on the surface of Yanchi itself 
in a remote, rarely-visited area along the north shore of that 
world's primary continent.  Several thousand acres of land 
nestled deep within the valleys and shoulders of the northern 
mountains has been set aside for the dangerous work of training 
Mganga.  At the center stands a monolithic limestone structure 
known as Kusambaza Tower which has been built upon the 
remains of the Bandari ruins.  Its brilliant design amplifies the 
thrumming power of the Yanchi's greatest artifact, the massive 
Jiwe'zamani stone which lies at the heart of the tower.  It is clear 
that the mysterious stone is constantly under heavy guard, 
though few know the specifics of how the Mganga keep it safe 
and out of the hands of the Ordo Hereticus and the Chapter's 
other grave enemies.
 
Two of Epistolaries are usually on hand for training while Chief 
Librarian Simba is more often than not mobilized in 
engagements with the Chapter's 6th Company.  Codicers split 
their time between training and field duty.
 

• Chief Librarian Mganga Simba
• 4 Epistolaries
• 12 Codiciers
• 15 Lexicanums
• 45 Acolytum

 

Apothecarion
 
As one might imagine, the Apothecaries of the Star Eagles are of 
utmost importance to the Chapter and to the Adeptus 
Mechaicus. They monitor the Raven Guard Geneseed used by 

the Star Eagles and experiment with it from time to time.  Much 
of their time is spent documenting these experiments and 
recording how the organs are being given new life in their 
Yanchi donors.  

Star Eagle Apothecaries are rarely used in the spearhead of a 
Mtego Umeme, though they are always on hand during 
engagements, often along with any reserves taking an active role 
in extraction teams.  Within these teams, their primary focus is 
harvesting the organs of the dead and performing in a surgical 
capacity.
 

Fleet Command
 
The Star Eagles are blessed with a wide array of space-faring 
vessels.  While most of the cruisers were re-allocated from dead 
Chapters in M38, the Battle Barges were built exclusively for the 
Star Eagles' unique maneuvers in the darkest corners of 
Segmentum Obscuris.  With these ships, (code named “Void 
Barges”), the Mechanicus did not strictly adhere to the Battle 
Barge STCs.  Their trim is much less defined and their silhouette 
on the broadsides are very slim in comparison to the 
commonplace Battle Barge.  For this reason, the shakedown 
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cruises were much longer and fraught with danger for crew and 
Space Marine alike.  Today, Void Barges run as well as any other 
ship in the Imperium.

All Star Eagle ships are fitted with complicated sensor-jamming 
devices which are actually modified components of their Warp 
Engines.  These devices bend and warp space around the ships, 
masking their presence to sensors.  Of course, these devices can 
be quite dangerous to operate and are usually only activated for 
short periods of time just before an attack.  They are also not 
foolproof.  Indeed, some Chaos ships have learned the Star 
Eagles' little trick and the Eldar seem to have never been fooled 
by it.  Additionally, all of their ships are painted a dull, flat black 
making visual detection almost impossible at range.
 

• Void Barge Uadilfu
• Void Barge Fungamana
• Strike Cruiser Usikupanga
• Strike Cruiser Kivulimawindo
• Vanguard Cruiser Giza Madhumuni
• Rapid Strike Vessels – 3 attached to the each of the 

Cruisers and 6 attached to each of the Void Barges.
 

The Yanchi Fusiliers
 
There are five full active regiments of the Yanchi Fusiliers. Two 
full regiments each call one of the Yanchi colonies home, one on 
Uhuru and the other at Gomesama.  The other three regiments 
are officially based at Yanchi itself, but elements of these 
regiments are usually on active duty elsewhere in the 
Segmentum, sometimes mobilized along the Spinward Front.
 
These Regiments often fill two disparate roles in combat.  The 
world of Gomesama produces artillery pieces for the Munitorum 
and every Yanchi Regiment is skilled in its use.  Even Yanchi 
children can calculate trajectories from a very young age and 
throwing games are a common pastime.  The Yanchi are also 
capable of terrifying charges.  On several occasions, the Ork 

commanders have been both amused and impressed by the gall 
and fearlessness of charges launched by Yanchi Fusiliers.  The 
Orks of Segmentum Obscuris know that they're in for a good 
fight when they see Gurardsmen wearing deep purple uniforms 
and brandishing lasguns tipped with axe-shaped bayonets piling 
out of transports.
 
A unique distinction of the Yanchi Fusiliers is their complete 
lack of home-grown Commissars.  From time to time, a 
Commissar is assigned to the Yanchi by the General of a 
particular combined-arms engagement, but they rarely survive 
the conflict.  Fortunately, this fact has not been noticed by the 
Munitorum. 
 
Another interesting tendency of the Yanchi Fusiliers is that they 
are often backed up by full-blooded Yanchi Sanctioned Psykers. 
It is interesting to note that neither the Adeptus Munitorum nor 
the Adeptus Astra Telepathica have noticed that Yanchi-born 
Psykers tend to consistently be stationed alongside their 
brethren in the Fusiliers.  This tendency is conventionally 
attributed to administrative legerdemain, but no one could ever 
hope to find proof of it. 
 

Battlefleet Yanchi
 
The Yanchi Battlefleet of the Imperial Navy is unlike the 
Imperial Guard Regiment or Space Marines which call this 
system home as they are crewed by a melting pot of the Galactic 
population.  However, since the establishment of the Nest 
Protectorate in 487.M39 during The Waning, the Battlefleet has 
been under the direct command of the Star Eagles Chapter 
Master.  This does not mean that Battlefleet Yanchi does not 
report to or answer to the Admirals above them in the chain of 
command; but it does mean that, unless ordered otherwise, they 
are at the mercy of the whims of the Star Eagles' Chapter 
Master. 
 
Battlefleet Yanchi consists of the following capital ships:
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• Dominator Cruiser Ignus
• Dominator Cruiser Infernus
• Dominator Cruiser Incineratus
• Cobra Class Destroyer Squadron Dragonsbreath
• Sword Class Frigate Squadron Nightshield

 
The Cruisers have been attached to Yanchi for centuries and are 
serviced at Battle Fortress Angome.  The clouds of small craft 
that they are capable of launching are perfect screens for the 
Space Marines' boarding actions.  The ships from the Destroyer 
and Frigate squadrons are routinely rotated out for maintenance 
elsewhere.

Faith

The Star Eagles only have one Chaplain and he resides in the 2nd 

Company.  The 2nd Company maintains this position as most 
Chapters do, with the each consecutive Chaplain being recruited 
from the current rolls of the most fierce, arrogant, and 
extroverted Battle Brothers of the 2nd.  Since the 2nd Company is 
on permanent deployment, a fully fledged Space Marine 
Chaplain has not set foot on Yanchi in millennia.

That is not to say that other Star Eagles have no spiritual or 
emotional guidance.  As Yanchi, they are pragmatic individuals 
who look at the past of their people as a warning against too 
much devotion to a belief when reality tells them to travel 
another, more pragmatic path.  For this reason, the Star Eagles' 
Librarians generally serve in some of the duties usually 
attributed to a Chaplain in other Chapters.  The Librarians are, 
after all, the keepers of Yanchi's long history.  They ensure that 
the past does not fade from memory and the Chapter's core 
values of Justice are upheld in perpetuity.

Ecclesiarchy and Inquisition

The Star Eagles have played a game of cat and mouse with the 
Ecclesiarchy and Inquisition for years.  Chapter leadership lives 
in a state of constant readiness where both of these groups are 
concerned.  From time to time members of the Ecclesiarchy do 
appear on transports or with the usual Frigate rotation, but they 
make little impact on the population.
 
Some priests have pressed Star Eagle leadership to improve the 
enthusiasm of their peoples' faith.  Needless to say, Star Eagle 
Chapter Masters across the centuries have found it necessary to 
learn the art of double-talk and platitudes when dealing with the 
Ecclesiarchy in these situations.
 
As for the Inquisition, it is largely unknown whether the they 
have infiltrated the Star Eagles and, if so, how deeply.  It is 
assumed by Star Eagle leadership that the Inquisition 
simultaneously knows everything and knows nothing -- they 
remain ever watchful of infiltration, but also protect every secret 
to the best of their ability.

The Companies of the Star Eagles
 
The descriptions of each company and its members are included 
on the following pages.  They are provided in reverse order from 
the highest to lowest in order to provide the proper context for 
the progression of the average Astartes through the ranks.
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13th Company
The existence of 13th Company is largely denied by chapter 
leadership. It is assumed that the 13th Company uses the 
markings of other battle companies and is used to bolster unit 
numbers when needed. It is unknown what their T.R.O. looks 
like. Some say that there is no T.R.O, or, at least none that 
actually references any real resources. The latter is closest to the 
truth.
 
The 13th Company is referenced in only a few secret documents 
and battle reports by Akili Bwana. They are only indicated as 
being involved whenever the Chapter engages in operations 
alongside a different fighting force. These operations are veiled 
in secrecy and are never exposed to anyone beyond the 
leadership of the regular Battle Companies.
 
So, essentially, the 13th Company is a reserve company of sorts 
which includes such temporary allies as the Tau, Eldar, and even 
Mercenary Orks from time to time. Needless to say, there's a 
good reason for keeping these events under wraps, especially for 
such a fledgling Chapter with little to no political capital.

Star Eagles Allies Chart
 
Use the chart on the next page instead of the one from the 
Warhammer 40,000 Core Rulebook for determining the status 
of a faction working with the Star Eagles.  A red X denotes a 
change from the rulebook. 

Breaking the Rules
 
The Star Eagles tend to regard Orks with mild amusement 
regardless of their frequent engagements with the greenskins.  It 
doesn't hurt that the Chapter rarely engages this threat with 
anything but 7th, 8th, 9th, and 10th Company troops, so the losses 
incurred during these battles aren't truly mourned.  Even the 
10th Company tends to wield Orkish Choppas as a memento of 
their early engagements with the race.  The Chapter even 
sometimes uses Ork Mercenaries in dangerous missions on the 
edges of their territory where it would be untimely or 
inconvenient to call in the Imperial Guard.  If your opponent is 
amenable, you may use Orks as Allies of Convenience instead of 
Desperate Allies.
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Ally Battle 
Brothers

Allies of 
Convenience

Desperate 
Allies

Come the 
Apocalypse

Black Templars   X  
Blood Angels X    
Chaos Daemons    X
Chaos Space Marines    X
Dark Angels X    
Dark Eldar    X
Eldar  X   
Grey Knights   X  
Imperial Fists X    
Imperial Guard X    
Iron Hands  X   
Necrons   X  
Orks  X X  
Raven Guard X    
Salamanders X    
Sisters of Battle   X  
Space Wolves X    
Tau  X   
Tyranids    X
Ultramarines  X   
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10th Company - Reserve Scout Company
The Kutamia
 
The 10th has the appearance of a traditional Space Marines 
Scout Company, though there are commonly over two hundred 
in training on Yanchi (and in orbit) at any given time with yet 
more deployed alongside battle companies.  The Scouts of the 
Star Eagles are not much different from those of other Chapters 
as they have not yet been gifted with Mwa’sheha memories.
 
Astartes from 6th Company also try to ingratiate themselves 
upon the new recruits. The 6th give them advice which will 
prepare them for the truths they will eventually learn as they 
rise through the ranks. The 6th jokingly refers to this as “Shore 
Leave”, but it is an important duty to determine at an early stage 
which Astartes have the most promise.
 
Chief Librarian Mganga Simba (as the de facto Captain of the 6 th 

Company) also spends time with the recruits in the field of 
battle and, all the while, teaching them the traditions of the Star 
Eagles and reminding them of the ways of the 
Yanchi.  This process is methodical.  The teaching 
of doctrine, the Star Eagles feel, is dangerous 
when rushed. Captain Mkali does not interfere 
with the induction process.  He reserves his skills 
solely for combat instruction.

Elements of the 10th often find themselves 
involved in the chapter's few ground-based 
engagements, but are sometimes involved in 
boarding actions if the need is great.  They are 
never delivered into battle using Drop Pods or 
Boarding Torpedoes like most of the other 
Companies. The Kutamia are usually flown into a 
drop zone on Stormravens after the Tactical 
Squads have established a beach-head.
 
The 10th maintains all six of the Chapter's Storm 
Ravens.  Of these, only four or are usually 

combat-ready at any given time. Two Techmarines along with a 
coterie of Servitors are permanently attached to the 10th in 
order to maintain these vehicles.
 
The 10th Company consists of:

• Captain Mkali
• 28 Scout Squads (approximate)
• 2 Techmarines
• 24 Servitors
• 6 Stormravens
• 6 Stormtalons

 
The 10th wear gray jumpers and gray cloaks.  Their armor is a 
solid, dull purple similar to Space Marine armor, but without 
the metallic sheen.  Their shoulder pads are colored solid, flat 
green field with their unit number in white stenciled over it.  As 
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with all Star Eagle weaponry, the outer covering of their 
weapons are painted a dark green. 
 

Playing the 10th Company
 
Use Codex: Space Marines with Ultramarines Chapter Tactics 
when using models from this Company.  Captain Mkali, Master 
of Recruits, can be represented on the table using a regular 
Captain in Power Armor with any mixture of weapons as he is a 

true master of all forms of combat and an excellent instructor 
thereof.
 
It is not unknown for the 10th Company to be deployed as the 
primary bulk of a Star Eagle engagement, acting almost like a 
proxy Battle Company with detachments from other reserve 
companies backing them up.  These instances usually involve 
covert operations that require a little more agility than Star 
Eagle combat doctrine traditionally allows for.
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9th Company – Reserve Devastator Company 
The Mwindzi

Fresh from Scout training, the Mwindzi (Hunters) are full of 
eager, young Astartes looking to do their part for the Emperor. 
They are often full of bravado and still remember little if 
anything of their previous lives as members of Yanchi society. 
Although they have been taught of its ideals during their time as 
Kutamia, they are not broken of their Astartes indoctrination 
just yet.

Field training consists mainly in the use of the Heavy Bolter and 
multi-melta, as well as regular bolter drills.  This allows for a 
focus on close-quarters fighting and Drop Pod tactics.  The 
Plasma Cannon is employed from time to time in planet-side 
missions as a means to provide cover fire against tough targets 
such as Terminators and bike squads.  The use of the Lascannon 
is seen as superfluous to the Star Eagles' core mission. 

The Company also has its own stockpile of  Drop Pods which are 
outfitted specifically to carry more heavy weapons and 
ammunition as opposed to a normal Tactical load-out. 
Additionally, the drop pods are all fitted with Deathwind 
launchers.  The 9th is also blessed with the presence of a few 
Ironclad Dreadnoughts which are, uniquely, the interred 
remains of 9th Company Star Eagles who bravely fell in the 
service of the Chapter during the Zuka War.  A Techmarine has 
been permanently attached to the Company (usually alongside 
Captain Dharuba) in order to service their Dreadnoughts and 
ancient Plasma weaponry.

9th Company tactics in a boarding action are usually to split up 
with two heavy weapons per combat squad.  They will, then, be 
assigned to assist other Tactical Squads and Assault Squads in 
penetrating the vessel.  In a planetary assault, they will usually 
pre-insert combat squads consisting of four heavy weapons each 
which will take advantageous positions with clear lines of fire. 
Meanwhile the Sergeants drop into the thick of battle in Pods 
along with four other marines.
 

Service in the 9th can be quite harrowing, but it really does 
prepare the marines for what's to come in the Battle Companies.
 
The 9th Company consists of:

• Captain Dharuba
• 1 Techmarine
• 5 Servitors
• 17 Devastator Squads
• 3 Ironclad Dreadnoughts

 
In the 9th, the Astartes receive their hodgepodge MkVI armor 
which has been handed down to them from generations of Star 
Eagles.  The armor is metallic purple, but usually very well-used 
and often scraped and dented although some attempt has been 
made to clean it up.  Some armor has even been re-tinted.  Their 
shoulderpads are a stylized red explosion over a black field with 
the marine's unit number emblazoned upon it in white.
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Playing the 9th Company
 
Use Codex: Space Marines with Ultramarines Chapter Tactics 
when fielding this Company.  They are best deployed with a 
Drop Pod in regular games of 40k with one combat squad 
including the Sergeant with a Combi-Melta in the Pod and 
another, with the Plasma Cannons and Heavy Bolters, on the 
field.  In Zone Mortalis, of course, equipping them with 
Multimeltas and Heavy Bolters is best.
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Captain Dharuba

Captain Dharuba is a Techmarine dropout who craved the thrill 
of combat a little more than even the most patient Mechanicus 
instructors could handle.  Dharuba was somehow spared the 
usual fate of Mechanicum washouts and was transported back to 
Yanchi where he rose through the ranks quickly to become the 
Captain of the 9th Company.

Dharuba is still quite the mechanic. He revels in taking old 
technology and coaxing it back to life or re-purposing it for a 
different task.  Captain Taigana often boasts that Dharuba could 
cold-start a Stormraven using a bucket of engine grease and a 
pair of socks.  

Evem so, Dharuba's real expertise is on the battlefield where his 
leadership under fire and his brutality with the twin-bladed 
chainsword named Dharuba's Fork make quick work of the Star 
Eagles' enemies.

Playing Captain Dharuba

Captain Dharuba is excellent with technology and could be 
portrayed as a Space Marine Chapter Master with Artificer 
Armor wielding a Grav Pistol and Dharuba's Fork (Teeth of 
Terra).  It is best to include Captain Dharuba only when fielding 
Devastator Squads.  

He is best utilized in a Combat Squad which has deployed inside 
a Drop Pod. Dharuba is equipped to fight any enemy, putting 
Dharuba's Fork to work against hordes of infantry and using his 
Grav Pistol to stun larger foes before rushing in for the kill.  He 
usually saves his Orbital Bombardment to pin down an enemy 
which is either retreating or hiding nearby but too far for him to 
reach otherwise.

Breaking the Rules
 
Instead of using the Chapter Master, make him an actual 
Captain with the same equipment instead of a Chapter Master. 
For an additional 35 points, give him an Orbital Bombardment 
and make all of his weapons (including his grenades) Master-
Crafted.    Also, equip him a Signum.  Captain Dharuba may also 
purchase up to three Servo Skulls for 10 points each.
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8th Company – Reserve Assault Company 
The Mbizi'tai
 
The Diving Eagles are secretly called "The Hooded Eagles" by 
Administratum. Unlike other Chapters, the 8th Company is not a 
stepping-stone to service in the 6th, 7th, or the Battle Companies. 
Instead, successful 9th Company Astartes are fast-tracked to the 
7th for service as Tactical Marines.  The 8th Company is a 
dumping ground for Astartes who don’t quite fit into Star Eagles 
society.   More Astartes disappear from the 8th Company than 
any other. 
 
8th Company marines are sometimes individuals who have 
dishonored themselves and their people with their actions in the 
field. They can also be marines from 2nd Company who asked 
too many questions. Most often, however they have graduated 
from Devastator duty in the 9th Company, but have been 
deemed unfit for further advancement in the Chapter’s social 
structure. It is rare for one of these Astartes to rise above the 
stigma they unknowingly have garnered themselves.  A Hooded 
Eagle is often forever a Hooded Eagle.  
 
The Star Eagles usually include one squad from the 8th to a 
detachment and it is used as a vanguard in its engagements. 
Assault Marines are pressed into the face of the enemy over and 
over again until they are finally killed in action.  Some Captains 
have even been known to order a single surviving 8th Company 
marine into a Drop Pod for the final battle of a campaign.
 
This does not mean that the 8th Company does not have its 
veterans.  There are a few squads in the Hooded which are quite 
adept at thumbing their noses at the devil-may-care manner in 
which they are thrown into combat.  One of the Captain's main 
jobs is to keep an eye on these veterans and make sure they are 
kept in line.
 
Sometimes, service in the 8th can lead to extreme emotional 
stress.  These Astartes are thrown into combat over and over 
again and it can seem as if they are not valued as members of 
the overall Chapter.  They probably get this impression because 

it's true.  As these Astartes age, they begin to mentally break and 
must actually be locked up during their fleeting down-time. 
These marines are called Kosamaji and the Company usually 
retains three to six of them at any given time.  These marines 
don't last long; they are thrown blindly into enemy ranks 
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without even thought of recovering Geneseed or equipment.
 
The brutality with which the Star Eagles handle their 8 th 

Company means that a truly unique individual must be chosen 
to lead them.  Captain M'chinja is a cold and ruthless man who 
is not particularly well-liked among his charges.  M'chinja 
purposefully tries to remain emotionally distant from them and 
for good reason.  He considers himself an angel of death sent to 
deliver to their doom the poor souls which are sent to him.  He 
secretly marks his armor with each marine lost under his 
command.  His armor is nearly covered with hundreds of tiny x-
shaped scratches.

Like other Star Eagles, the 8th makes use of Drop Pods in their 
planetary maneuvers and Boarding Torpedoes in boarding 
actions.   They rarely use jump packs.
 

The 8th Company Consists of:
• Captain M'chinja
• 1 Kosamaji squad
• 3 Vanguard Veteran squads
• 12 Assault squads

 
The 8th Company shoulder pad heraldry is a red field with a 
black, inverted triangle over it.  The marine's unit number is 
emblazoned in the center in white.  Veteran squads paint their 
helmets white with personalized red symbology.
 
Playing the 8th Company
 
Whenever playing Star Eagles Assault Marines, always choose 
the drop pod option rather than jump packs.  Squads also often 
equip Flamers instead of Plasma. 
 
Captain M'chinja is best represented on the battlefield as a 
standard Space Marine Captain with a pair of Lightning Claws.
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Mganga Moto Mwitaji

Often accompanying the 8th Company into battle is the formidable 
Star Eagle pyromancer, Mganga Moto Mwitaji.

Moto Mwitaji is considered by many to be the bravest of all the 
Star Eagles' Mganga to the point where some say his zeal borders 
on suicidal.  As such, he is primarily deployed with the Chapter's 
Third Company or Eighth Company.  

Mwitaji has always had a deep connection with fire, seeing it as a 
living force of nature.  He is often seen to commune with it in 
times of great need. This worship sets him apart from not only the 
other Mganga, but all the Star Eagles. Many of the Astartes are 
wary of the Mganga's strange spiritual nature, however they do 
not deny his assistance when it comes in a blast of heat and a 
wave of flame.

In combat, Mwitaji unleashes a powerful torrent of flame or 
molten energy upon his enemy the moment he disembarks from 
his drop pod or boarding torpedo, attempting to destroy any 
nearby resistance before ordering his squad forward into assault 
range where he carves into the enemy with his deadly sword, 
Mwitaji's Brand.  This molten blade cuts through flesh and bone 
as easily as a hot knife through lard.

Playing Mwitaji

This character is best represented on the table with a Level 2 
Librarian who only rolls on the Pyromancy table.  In addition, you 
may want to represent the Mwitaji's Brand as the Burning Blade, 
though that is quite optional as a Force Weapon is dangerous in 
its own right!

Breaking the Rules

For an additional 25 points, grant Mganga Moto Mwitaji access to 
every Pyromancy power.
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7th Company – Reserve Tactical Company 
The Mgomo'tai
 
The Striking Eagles are an active-deployment training company. 
The 7th usually contains members funneled directly from the 9th 

Company, though it is not unknown for Scouts to be fast-tracked 
to the 7th as well.  Their squads are all led by Mwa'sheha Veteran 
Seargents who are skilled teachers.  The opinions of these 
Veterans are sought to make the decision as to whether a 7th 

Company Marine is to graduate to the 6th  Company or flunk out 
to the 2nd Company.
 
Squads from the 7th Company are flung from one end of Star 
Eagle territory to the other on all manner of missions.  Service 
as a Mgomo’tai usually means getting your armor dirty.  These 
Tactical Squads are often asked to perform duties 
usually suited for Assault Marines such as direct 
assaults from cover or tying up enemy gun lines.
 
Warriors of the 7th tend not to stagnate here.  They 
either move on to the 6th or the 2nd Company.  Marines 
who are deployed to the 2nd Company often believe 
they've done so due to exemplary service.  Chapter 
leadership allows them to believe this.
 
The 7th Company Consists of:

• 14 Tactical Squads
 
The extremely fractured nature of the 7th Company goes 
beyond even the standard Space Marine Reserve 
Company.  As such, it has no Captain and is, instead, 
administered directly by the 6th Company Master.

 
Playing the 7th Company
 
Ultramarines Chapter Tactics are used for the 7th 

Company.  Much like most Tactical Squads in the Star 
Eagles, the 7th Company should be represented on the 

table with simple Tactical squads in almost any configuration of 
special weapon and take a Drop Pod.  Unlike other squads in the 
Chapter, their sergeants favor close-combat weapons instead of 
combi-weapons.  A popular configuration for a 7th Company 
squad is to equip them with a Grav Gun and for the Veteran 
Sergeant to carry a Power Sword.  In this way, they may break 
into Combat Squads and the Grav Gun can stun the enemy while 
the Sergeant's Combat Squad may charge into combat.

Note that a detachment should never contain more than one 
squad of 7th Company warriors unless you are playing 
Apocalypse.
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6th Company – Reserve Tactical Company
The Kuongezeka'tai

Unlike the 7th Company, the 6th are a cohesive group despite the 
difficulties in clerical management that the Company requires. 
No current records report the Company's true numbers which 
are sure to have rarely dipped below 130 marines.  Indeed, some 
squads even share the same markings and administration tries 
very hard not to mix them up.  Squads are deployed in groups of 
two to four alongside Battle Companies and the 10th. 
 
The major distinction of the 6th is that it’s the Company where 
Astartes become Mwa'sheha.  Every member of the 6th Company 
is a true Star Eagle.  Of course, these 
memories still don't give them true battle 
experience.  Their time in the reserves are 
an important process that not even the 
powerful Mwa’sheha memories can 
duplicate.  Even though they've all been in 
battle as Marines before, it is not until 
Battle Brothers have graduated to the 6th 

Company that they are trusted with the 
Chapter's most important and most 
dangerous missions.  Mwa'sheha 
memories are at their greatest risk with 
these relatively inexperienced Marines.
 
For this reason, the Chief Librarian was 
long ago designated as this Company's 
Captain. Within the structure, he uses 
other Librarians as detachment 
commanders and they report directly to 
him.  With so many Librarians in the 
Company, it is rare that a Mwa'sheha 
memory is lost to time.  Upon an Astartes' 
death, a Librarian is usually on-hand to 
save it.  Simba cares for his charges well 
and does not risk them lightly. 

The Captain of the 6th enjoys many perks, not the least of which 
is the use of The Talons of Simba, a revered Relic Thunderhawk 
Gunship which is psychically tuned to the Chief Librarian upon 
his ascension to the position. The Talons of Simba has a 
sophisticated, if temperamental machine spirit and has, in the 
past, been known to come to the aid of its master unlooked-for.
 
Since the 6th often finds itself coming to the aid of fellow 
Marines in hot firefights and drop zones, they need a versatile 
delivery system for this task.  The 6th boasts an impressive array 
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of Tactical Torpedoes which are far more maneuverable and 
sturdy than regular boarding torpedoes.  Additionally, each 
marine is seated into an individual mechanical cocoon which 
can actually save the Marine's life if the torpedo breaks up 
during an attack. 

It is rumored that the Company even has a few old Kharybdis 
Assault Claws hidden away for use in their most important 
missions.
 
The 6th Company Consists of:

• Chief Librarian Mganga Simba
• 4 Librarian Codicers
• 17 Tactical Squads
• The Talons of Simba

 
The 6th Company's shoulderpads are emblazoned with the 
marine's squad number in white over a red field.
 

Playing the 6th Company
 
Ultramarines Chapter Tactics are used for the 6th Company.  The 
squads of the 6th Company should be represented on the table 
with simple Tactical squads with mostly meltaguns or flamers. 
Do not equip Tactical Marines from the 3rd-6th Company with 
Heavy Weapons.  Their Sergeants are not Veterans, but are 
instead the best and the brightest recruits from the 7th or the 9th 

Companies.  These Sergeants usually wield either a combi-
melta,  power fist, or both.  If the Sergeant does not wield a 
power fist, he often takes Meltabombs.  Power swords are rare in 
the Star Eagles; though some eccentric warriors such as 
Sergeant Masud of Squad 7 take up Power Lances in battle.

Chief Librarian Mganga Simba is best represented with the rules 
for Chief Librarian Tigirius.
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5th Company – Battle Company 
The Taimakucha
 
Stationed aboard the Battle Fortress Angome, the Talons are a 
Garrison force. Although the Company has a Captain, the 
Master of the Forge is generally considered the Captain’s equal 
when making administrative decisions. They work hand-in-hand 
during engagements.
 
The 5th use a more aggressive Garrison style than most forces 
with those duties. A contingent will often split off, leaving the 
main force aboard the Battlefortress while they roam the nearby 
systems looking for Chaos or Xenos incursions.  There, they 
perform lightning raids on these interlopers.
 
If a sizable Xenos or Chaos attack force does wander into the 
Yanchi system, Assault Marines and multi-melta-equipped 
Devastators are usually deployed with boarding torpedoes 
against attacking vessels and wage destructive boarding actions. 
The Astartes and any objectives of opportunity are then 
extracted using the station's precise teleporters if the option 
presents itself.
 
The Taimakucha also love making a nuisance of themselves with 
the Orks.  About once per decade, the 5th makes a quick run to 
the southern Ork territories to destroy any emerging fleet 
activity there.  These missions do not stem from a particular 
hatred of Orks, but is a simple necessity to keep the greenskins 
from taking more territory in the region.  The Taimakucha 
usually press into service several additional squads from the 9th 

and 10th Companies on these missions, describing them as "great 
fun" and "rather quite a hoot".
 

The 5th Company Consists of:
• Captain Umeme Bamga
• 3 tactical squads
• 2 devastator squads
• 2 dreadnoughts
• 2 ironclad dreadnoughts
• 1 venerable dreadnought (Venerated Brok Simgee)
• 7 Stormtalons

 
The 5th are reinforced with the following rotating 
assignments:

• 1 squad of Kivuli from the 1st Company
• 2 Tactical Squads from the 6th Company
• 4 Tactical Squads from the 7th Company
• 4 Assault Squads from 8th Company
• 5 Devastator Squads from 9th company
• 2 Scout Squads from the 10th Company
• Strike Cruiser Usikupanga

 
The 5th Company's right shoulderpad is a green field with a red 
band in the center and the marine's squad number marked in 
the center in white.
 
Playing the 5th Company
 
The 5th Company uses Ultramarines Chapter Tactics.  Their 
Captain wields a Thunderhammer and bolter and, uniquely, 
dons Terminator armor in combat.  Nearly all squads and 
Dreadnoughts are outfitted with melta and flamer weapons, 
including the reserves,  though one Devastator squad does 
utilize Heavy Bolters for the purpose of clearing large bays or 
wide hallways.
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4th Company – Battle Company 
Vita Kunde Masters

The Pulse of Battle, or the Vita Kunde is what the Star Eagles 
use to describe the life cycle of a single military engagement. 
Star Eagle warriors are revered for their ability to foresee these 
pulses and make efficient use of the resources made available to 
them.  The 4th are the exemplars of this combat doctrine.  It isn't 
a surprise that no Battle Company fields more Tactical Squads 
and their Captain is a pragmatic and intelligent tactician. 
 
The 4th is often mobilized in urban environments, which is 
considered quite dangerous work for a Chapter which is so used 
to working in confined corridors.  But, the 4th is known 
throughout the Segmentum for their ability to adapt to any 
combat situation.  This is a prized trait in urban warfare.
 
It is widely believed that the most intelligent Astartes are 
assigned to the 4th.  Many individuals in the 4th Company make 
it a point to study the secrets of their enemies' abilities.  This is 
an activity which might be considered not only to be 
superfluous, but even heretical to some.  The Masters of the Vita 
Kunde do not make blind assumptions about their enemies and 
endeavor to learn as much as possible, even if it means to delve 
through texts which might be considered doctrinal poison by the 
Inquisition.

The 4th is unique in that they are the only Company in the Star 
Eagles to utilize an actual Command Squad to protect their 
Captain.  This is out of necessity due to Captain Mzee's 
unabashed lack of real combat prowess.  It is said that he is the 
youngest Captain in history (at least in the Star Eagles) yet he 
possesses one of the most ancient Mwa’sheha memories in all of 
Yanchi culture.  

Mzee is a genius on every level, a quality that is desirable in a 4 th 

Company Captain. His mind is so keen that he finds even the 
most complex Tzeench Stratego to be child’s play.  He rose 
quickly through the ranks, not because of his ability to defeat 

foes in single combat, but to advise and direct men to victory. 
When his predecessor fell to a stray artillery shell (which left 
Mzee himself deaf in his left ear) he was immediately chosen for 
the position of Company Master.  Another Company might not 
accept the ascension of one so young and inexperienced, but in 
the 4th Company, Mzee is respected deeply.

The 4th Company consists of:
• Captain Mzee
• 1 Command Squad
• 5 Tactical Squads
• 2 Devastator Squads
• 1 Ironclad Dreadnought
• 8 Stormtalons

 
The 4th are reinforced with the following rotating assignments:

• 2 Kivuli squads from the 1st  Company
• 10 Tactical Squads from the 6th Company
• 8 Tactical Squads from the 7th Company
• 2 Assault Squads from 8th Company
• 2 Devastator Squads from 9th company
• 5 Scout Squads from 10th Company
• Strike Cruiser Kivulimawindo

 
The 4th Company's shoulderpads are banded red and green with 
the white squad marking upon it.
 
Playing the 4th Company
 
The 4th Company uses Ultramarines Chapter Tactics.  Ideally, 
most squads and Dreadnoughts are outfitted with flamer and 
plasma weapons.  This suits their flexible combat doctrine. 
Power weapons and heavy weapons are just as rare in their 
Tactical Squads as the other Battle Companies.
 
Captain Mzee himself wields a simple Bolter.  Mzee also wields a 
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relic of his station, the Kunde Shield.  This is a simple-looking 
Storm Shield with a built-in Teleport Homer and Auspex. 
Uniquely, the Captain and his Veterans do sometimes don Jump 
Packs if the need arises.  In this case, the Veterans are 
represented by a squad of Vanguard Vets.
 
The Masters of the Vita Kunde are so tightly wound-up and are 
such a well-oiled machine that it works to their disadvantage 
when they try to share the field with an ally.  Any allied 
detachment working with the 4th or any allied detachment of 
troops from the 4th are considered Allies of Convenience at best.

Breaking the Rules

Grant Captain Mzee the God of War rule from Marneus Calgar's 
entry in Codex: Space Marines.  In addition, if Captain Mzee is 
on the table, he may alter any reserves roll that Star Eagles units 
make by +1 or -1 after the roll is made.

Breaking the Rules with Captain Mzee costs an additional 100 
points.
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3rd Company – Battle Company
The Mbawa

Although it is an honor to serve in the 4th and 5th Battle 
Companies, it is the warriors of the 3rd who are revered as the 
most brave.  Many Star Eagles Captains rise from the 3rd.  The 
Astartes of the 3rd are selected for their gall, determination, 
imagination, and conscience.
 
The 3rd can sometimes find themselves far-flung.  Sometimes the 
Star Eagles will go so far as to dispatch but one Tactical Squad 
from the 3rd to solve a problem.  For this reason, the Mbawa 
have generated a reputation for being self-sufficient.  Captain 
Taigana does not micro-manage the Company; instead, he trusts 
each Sergeant to make the right decisions in whatever situations 
they find themselves in.

It goes without saying, then, that Battle 
Brothers from the 3rd Company are at the 
greatest personal danger from their adherence 
to Yanchi traditions and convictions.  Many 
times, the 3rd has put themselves into situations 
where they could not bring themselves to follow 
Imperial orders or doctrine.  Of course, woe to 
the individuals (not within the Star Eagles' fold) 
who bear witness to such activities.
 
Of all their enemies, however, the Mbawa 
delight in little more than slaying the forces of 
Chaos.  They do so with glee.  Sometimes during 
their engagements with Chaos, warriors forget 
the Vita Kunde and throw themselves into 
furious, head-bashing close-combat with their 
enemy.
 
The 3rd Company consists of:

• Captain Taigana
• 3 Tactical Squads
• 2 Devastator Squad

• 2 Ironclad Dreadnought
• 12 Stormtalons

 
The 3rd are reinforced with the following rotating 
assignments:

• 4 Kivuli squads from the 1st  Company
• 5 Tactical Squads from the 6th Company
• 3 Tactical Squads from the 7th Company
• 3 Assault Squads from 8th Company
• 4 Devastator Squads from 9th company
• 3 Scout Squads from the 10th Company
• Battle Barge Uadilfu
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The 3rd company bears their squad number on their right 
shoulderpad over a vertically-banded field of red, black, and 
green.

Playing the 3rdCompany

The 3rd Company uses Ultramarines Chapter Tactics 
during its engagements.

The Tactical Marines of the 3rd Company do usually take 
the field with a Special Weapon and a Combi Weapon, 
however some Sergeants do prefer to don a Power Fist if 
they are going into a tough situation with little dedicated 
heavy firepower.
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Captain Taigana

The hallmark of a 3rd Company Captain is bravery. 
Captain Taigana has that in spades.  He's also a very 
smart commander.  Although the 4th Company does hold 
the lion's share of intelligence, that does not mean they 
have a monopoly on it.  

Captain Taigan is the survivor of a multitude of 
campaigns and his bravery stems from personally 
experiencing the horrors of Chaos incursions throughout 
the sector.  He insists that his left power fist is singularly 
responsible for the deaths of no less than two Lords of 
Chaos, one Sorcerer, three Heralds.  He has also led his 
Battle Brothers against hordes of cultists and traitors.  

Captain Taigana's defining moment in his station has 
been the Dire Hulk Campaign which was a long series of 
engagements waged against a massive Chaos-tainted 
Space Hulk located on the edge of The Nest 968.M41. 
Captain Taigana led his 3rd Company along with a large 
detachment of 6th and 8th Company Marines into the 
depths of this leviathan, destroying all Daemons and 
insane cultists they met along the way.  At the end of the 
campaign, Taigana not only punched the head off the 
invaders' Daemon Prince commander with his mighty 
power fist, but he also brought home the prize of a fully 
functional warp engine.

Playing Captain Taigana

Captain Taigana does not adhere to a single equipment 
load out.  His favorites include wielding a Bolter with 
either a Power Fist or Lightning Claw, or simply wielding 
both a Power Fist and a Lightning Claw.
 
The station of the 3rd Company Captain brings the 
privilige to don the Carapace of Haidithi which belonged 
to the first Star Eagles Chapter Master himself.  This 

appears to be a simple suit of Power Armor that bears no 
special markings.  It is simply extremely well-made and 
highly customized.  The armor also boasts a long cloak 
made from Adamantium Weave.  The armor is 
represented in the rules as Artificer Armor.

It may also be appropriate to use the rules for Marneas 
Calgar to represent the brave Captain Taigana.

Breaking the Rules

For an additional 60 points, Captain Taigana is Fearless, 
adds +1 to the Seize Initiative roll if he is on the table, 
and, once per game, grants the re-use of a single Combat 
Doctrine.
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2nd Company – Battle Company
The Ungu
 
The 2nd Company is comprised of a standard Codex Marines 
battle company and even utilizes tanks in its operations from 
time to time. This Company is usually employed in the 
assistance with more visible conflicts and ground engagements, 
usually those along the Spinward Front near the Eye of Terror. 
Because of this, the Company's contact with Star Eagle central 
admin remains spotty at best, however they do still receive a 
constant flow of Astartes to shore up any losses they incur.  Of 
them, only their Captain truly knows that the 2nd Company is 
little more than a facade for the rest of the Chapter.  The 
Company has even been given a strong name to further mislead 
its own warriors, for Ungu is the Yanchi word for one who 
carries a great load, a pillar of the community.  It also has 
another, less-used meaning; an Ungu is also an empty vessel, 
devoid of substance.
 
This is an apt description for the Astartes of this Company, for 
none retain Mwa'sheha memories save their Captain.  Many of 
the Space Marines are fine and trustworthy warriors, but are too 
mentally rigid to become Mwa'shesha.  2nd Company initiates 
can also be Astartes who return to the Yanchi fold after their 
initial training as Scouts and are deemed far too indoctrinated in 
the ways of the greater Imperium.  In any event, all members of 
the Ungu Chapter are at too great a risk to even attempt merging 
with Mwa'sheha memories. 
 
So, the 2nd Company has been molded into a largely disposable 
group of lost souls who fight for the good of the Imperium.  They 
adhere to the Codex Astartes even more so than many Raven 
Guard Successors.  They are also known for their unflinching 
and almost sickening ability to follow orders to the letter.  Star 
Eagle leadership sees this as a necessary evil.  The 2nd also bears 
an interesting distinction; it is the only Company which employs 
a Chaplain.  Chaplain Bakavar, however, suffers from chronic 
short-term memory loss. No one really knows why.  It is no 
matter, because it does little to diminish his fervor in combat.

Star Eagles' 2nd Company consists of:
• Captain  Mbweha
• Chaplain Bakavar
• Librarian Codicer
• 6 Tactical Squads
• 2 Assault Squads
• 2 Devastator Squads
• 2 Dreadnoughts
• 2 Techmarines
• 3 Predators
• 1 Vindicator
• 2 Whirlwind
• Land Raider Redeemer, "Resplendant"

 
The 2nd are reinforced with the following rotating 
assignments:

• 1 Tactical Squad from the 7th Company
• 5 Assault Squads from 8th Company
• 2 Devastator Squads from 9th company
• 8 Scout Squads from the 10th Company
• Battle Barge Fungamana

 
The 2nd Company bears a green field on their right shoulder pad 
with their squad number emblazoned upon it in white.

Playing the 2nd Company
 
Unlike other Star Eagles, the 2nd behaves exactly as a 
Codex-Adherent Raven Guard Succcessor should.  The 
Company boasts a large contingent from the 10th 

Company as a Raven Guard successor would.  Not only do 
they use Raven Guard Chapter Tactics, but the Company 
use the normal Space Marine allies matrix instead of the 
one in this book under the description of the 13th 

Company.
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1st Company – Veteran Company
The Kivuli

Kivuli Company operates both as an independent force and as a 
reserve Company. They are usually attached piecemeal to other 
Star Eagles attack forces or can show up in the midst of a battle 
in the nick of time.  It is suspected by some higher-ranking Star 
Eagles that there are rogue Yanchi psykers working alongside 
the Kivuli, though, of course there is zero evidence to back this 
up.
 
In the early days of its inception, the Kivuli were simply a 
standard Veteran Company which held had the distinction of 
holding knowledge of the Chapter's operations beyond that of 
their peers. 

This still holds true, but the focus of the Kivuli has shifted. They 
are an elite, covert force with impressive technology at 
their disposal.  Star Eagle Techmarines kept a tithe of the 
riches obtained from the Zuka war for themselves before 
they shipped the bulk of it back to Terra.  With this 
salvage and the majority of their allotment of Terminator 
Armor parts, they were able to develop a masterpiece rare 
for the waning Millennia of the Imperium: the Kivuli 
Armor.
 
Kivuli armor appears rather unremarkable, but it is strong 
enough to deflect powerful blasts from the most 
dangerous of weapons, but it lacks the overlapping folds of 
Terminator Armor, so it can fall prey to small arms fire at 
the same rate as standard MK VI armor.  Movements in 
the armor are smooth and purposeful, but it lacks speed.
 
The most important piece of technology built into the 
Kivuli Armor is the Temporal Warp Distorter.  This piece 
of technology powers two devices.  The first of these is the 
Temporal Teleport Relay.  When the suit is teleported 
through the warp, it sends a message.  This message is 
sent through warp space with a slightly altered frequency 
which actually sends the message mere seconds back in 

time.  In this way, the suit receives a message telling itself 
whether or not it arrived safely even before it left.  This allows 
the Teleporter to adjust its insertion coordinates.  This is not a 
perfect process.  Sometimes the signal is sent too far into the 
past to make a difference or into the future instead, but works 
well enough to be extremely useful in boarding actions directed 
deep within enemy vessels.
 
Additionally, the Temporal Warp Distorter fuels a Temporal 
Energy Distorter.  This allows the Kivuli Marine to phase his 
shots through soft or hard cover so long as he is able to paint his 
enemy with an infra-red targeter.  Without the ability to visually 
target the opponent, the Distorter will not be able to accurately 
repress the distortion allowing the shots to un-phase at the right 
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moment.
 
Unfortunately, extended proximity to the operating Temporal 
Warp Distorter takes its toll on the body, even that of an 
Astartes.  If left untreated, a Kivuli Marine can develop acute 
Temporal Aphasia.  This is a condition in which the afflicted 
individual's consciousness begins to slip into and out of 
moments in time.  Kivuli are under strict orders to report any 
signs of Temporal Aphasia either in themselves or another 
Battle-Brother.  If treated with direct exposure to the radiation 
generated by the Blackstar Nebula, mild cases can be cured in a 
scant few months.

Of course, it goes without saying that the Order Chronos 

remains blissfully unaware of the the Kivuli and their Temporal 
Warp Distorter.

The Kivuli Chapter's ability to arrive into battle unlooked-for is 
not limited to the battlefield level.  Vanguard Cruiser Giza 
Madhummuni (or Giza for short) is fitted with the most 
advanced ECM and warp field dampeners available. The 
acquisition of this equipment which is almost as old as the 
Imperium itself is one of Chief Administrator Akil Bwana's 
crowning achievements.  The loss of the Giza would be a huge 
blow to the Star Eagles and they treat the ship gingerly in 
combat situations.
 
1st Company consists of:

• Chapter Master Chui
• Captain Moto Nyota
• 13 Squads of Kivuli Marines
• 5 Venerable Dreadnoughts
• 12 Stormtalons
• Vanguard Cruiser Giza Madhumuni

 
The 1st Company does not tint or paint their armor.  Instead it is 
a disarrayed assortment of materials from the dull gray aged 
plasteel to shining Adamantium plates.  Their left shoulder pad 
bears a glimmering, golden Crux Terminatus.  The Astartes bear 
a flat black field on their right shoulder pad with their squad 
number emblazoned upon it in white.  Their company numeral, 
as with other Companies, is still marked upon the top of their 
right greave.  The Company's vehicles, even the Giza, is painted 
an almost supernaturally flat black.
 
Playing the 1st Company
 
The troopers of the 1st Company use the rules for Legion of the 
Damned in all respects.  The Temporal Teleport Relay is 
represented by the Aid Unlooked For rule and their Temporal 
Energy Distorter is represented by the Legion's Flaming 
Projectiles rule.
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Chapter Master Chui

The current Chapter Master of the Star Eagles is still quite young 
and extremely idealistic. He feels the pressure of history bearing 
down upon him.  As a Yanchi, he is plagued with a desire to 
bring Justice and order to the Galaxy.  As a Space Marine 
Chapter Master, he is compelled to prove that he is fit to lead 
not only to the other Astartes but to himself.  

Chui has no stomach for politics.  He has grown quite weary of 
the persistent attention the Chapter has received of late from the 
Adeptus Terra and other interlopers.  It was a surprise to no one 
when Chui ordered the Third Justice Crusade in 989.M41.  His 
small battle fleet has been performing training maneuvers in 
some of the local systems ever since, but rumor has it that Chui 
is nearly ready to set out for stars far from home in order to 
bring the Star Eagles' own brand of justice to people who may 
have never even heard of them.

Playing Chapter Master Chui

Chapter Master Chui wears a prototype version of the armor 
which operates quite differently.  He prefers to be in action as 
much as possible, so he foregoes the Temporal Warp Distorter 
in favor of a personal Teleporter device, also an extremely heavy 
machine which he bears with ease on the back of his antiquated 
suit of Adamantium armor.  In combat, Chui wields but a 
Chainsword and a temperamental Plasma Pistol named “Pepo”.

Chapter Master Chui is a Chapter Master with a Jump Pack, 
Artificer Armor, a Plasma Pistol, Meltabombs, and a Chain 
Sword.

Breaking the Rules
 
Chapter Master Chui's personal teleporter is more than just a 
fancy jump pack.  He can teleport through walls.  If your 
opponent is amenable, Chapter Master Chui may, instead of 
moving in the movement phase, deepstrike anywhere on the 
battlefield as if he had just arrived via deepstrike.  If he has line-

of sight to this position, he does not scatter.  If this ability is 
taken, Chapter Master Chui may not become a scoring unit (re-
rolling any Warlord Trait that makes him so).
 
Chui's Melta Bombs and Plasma Pistol, Pepo, are master-
crafted.  However, if Chui rolls a “1” to hit with Pepo, he still 
suffers a wound even if he hits with the re-roll.

In games of Zone Mortalis, you might allow Chapter Master 
Chui to replace his Orbital Bombardment ability with a ship-to-
ship Lance Strike.  You may declare a Lance Strike during the 
Chapter Master's shooting phase in place of his normal shooting 
attack.  To do this, mark a location along any board edge.  Place 
the Template with the center of the wide end over this point 
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with the narrow end pointing in whichever direction you'd like. 
Roll 4d6 and a scatter die.  If a hit is rolled, the Template stays 
where it is.  If a hit is not rolled, mark the location where the the 
template moves in the direction you pointed it a number of 
inches equal to the number you rolled.  Any unit under the 
Template takes a number of Str 10 AP 2 hits equal to the 
number of models under the Template.  Allocate wounds from 
the direction of the point you marked along the board edge.  At 
the beginning of the game turn after which this ability is used, 
add an additional +2 to the Catastrophic Damage roll.

In addition, you could ask your opponent to allow you to make 
your Kivuli scoring units when Chapter Master Chui is taken as 
your Warlord.

If you Break the Rules with Chapter Master Chui, he costs 215 
points.
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Glossary

Akil Bwana The Chief Administrator of the Star Eagles and has been almost since its inception.
Angome Yanchi's main defensive platform in orbit above the world and the Star Eagles' Fortress 

Monastery.
Chui Current Chapter Master of the Star Eagles.
Gomesama A system east of Yanchi settled by the Yanchi.  It is a budding Forge World, though it still 

boasts a great deal of wilderness.
Hadithi The first true Star Eagle Chapter Master and the first Star Eagle Mwa'sheha.
Jiwe'zamani The stone which lies within Kusambaza Tower and negates nearby powerful Psychic powers.
Kivuli Roughly translated to “Shadow” or “Spectre”.  This is the name given to Star Eagles who have 

risen to the 1st Company.  They wear specialized armor of the same name.
Kosamaji The name given to the 8th Company Assault marines who begin to become unhinged from the 

stress of unceasing battle.
Kuongezeka'tai The Star Eagles' 6th Company, the "Soaring Eagles"
Kutamia Loosely translated as "fledglings".  The name given to the Star Eagles' 10 th Company
Mbawa The Star Eagles' 3rd Company, the "Eagle's Wings"
Mbizi'tai The Star Eagles' 8th Company, the "Diving Eagles"
Mganga Yanchi Psykers who have the ability to transfer Mwa'sheha memories among other things.
Mganga Simba The Star Eagles' Chief Librarian and 6th Company Captain.
Mgomo'tai The Star Eagles' 7th Company, the "Striking Eagles"
Mtego Umeme Literally "The Lightning Trap", which is the Star Eagles' combat doctrine of directed surprise  

attacks which are meant to corral the enemy.
Mwa'sheha The name for memories which are passed from one Yanchi human to another by a Mganga. 

Also the name used to describe the remeberancers, those who retain these memories.
Mwindzi A brave and proud warrior of the Yanchi culture.  Also the name given to the Star Eagles' 9 th 

Company.
Taimakucha The Star Eagles' 5th Company, the "Eagle's Talons"
Uhuru A system north of Yanchi settled by the Yanchi.  Uhuru is simple Agri-World.
Ungu The Star Eagles' 2nd Company.
Vita Kunde The life cycle of a battle, described in stages of ebb and flow between maneuvering, laying 

down fire, and assaulting, not necessarily in that order.
Yanchi The name of the homeworld of the Star Eagles and also the people who live there.
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